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Some of you will hate me for what I’m about to write. But 
it has to be said.

The best building on the Otago campus is not the 
clocktower. It’s the Richardson Building. This looming, 
brutalist beast is the image that should show up as the 
Air New Zealand icon for Dunedin. The Richardson 
Building is an objectively good building.

In Dunedin, there are a lot of towering concrete buildings 
that block out natural light and look like they were built 
to withstand an atomic bomb. That’s brutalism. But 
something about the Richardson makes it more brutalist 
than the Hospital.

It’s huge, it’s concrete, it’s ugly, but the lines are clean. 
The concrete has a ridged texture. There are balconies 
and mysterious boxes that jut out from the sides and seem 
like they could kill you if there was an earthquake. 

The danger is what makes it so thrilling. There are gas 
pipes for the science labs. There are ominous vents that 
face into the passageway between the towers. Halfway 
through last year, the lift dropped, made a giant crashing 
noise, and was out of service for a good month or so. 
There are two long columns down the middle of the 
building that have an unclear purpose. When you walk 
through the passage next to Te Tumu there is a shiny silver 
pipe above your head. What does it contain? We will 
probably never find out.

The building looks bigger from the outside. There is 
probably a nuclear reactor somewhere inside, but no one 
can find it because there are so many columns, bridges, 
and rooms —presumably installed to divert us away from 
the truth. There are secrets inside the Richardson, and I 
assume that includes tunnels or bunkers underneath. 
People say it's soulless and belongs in a post-apocalyptic 
movie, but that’s what makes it great. 

It’s also important to note that the building was named 
after John Larkins CHEESE Richardson. 

For all of the chaos and risk, there is order. The diagonal 
concrete ridges along the building are satisfying. You can 
look at the building from any angle and it falls into a 
regular geometric pattern. If the Richardson Building was 
a person, he would be a six-foot-five gulag guard with 
steel teeth. He could kill you, but he’s also very committed 
to keeping you on schedule for your day.

You might think that this is just the deranged ravings of 
an ex-law student with Stockholm syndrome. You might 
be right. But whether there is a psychological fixation here 
or not, the Richardson Building has grown on me over 
my time on campus. 

As a 20th Century architecture expert told the ODT back 
in 2011: "You can't just bypass it because [you consider it 
to be] ugly, concrete, with no merit and a mistake of the 
past." 

Archway is still fugly though.
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I like the 
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LETTER OF THE WEEK WINS A $30 VOUCHER 
FROM UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP

ORI Kick Ons: Kanine w/ support from Melt., 
Rothman Reds, Lucy, & Jay-Eye
UNION HALL
8PM / $45 – $55 / R17 
Tickets from kanine.eventbrite.co.nz.

Mermaidens - Soft Energy Tour
DIVE
9PM 
Tickets from undertheradar.co.nz.

Julian Temple and Oscar Ladell
INCH BAR
8PM / FREE ENTRY

AC13 w/ ODDYC, TOLLO, ZOOMBOX, and 
JBAS
CATACOMBS
10PM 
Tickets from ticketfairy.com

Savage x Scribe
CATACOMBS
10PM
Tickets from ticketfairy.com

Clap Clap Riot w/ Neive Strang Band and 
Hot Donnas
DIVE
8:30PM  
Tickets from undertheradar.co.nz.

For more gigs happening around Dunedin, check out r1.co.nz/gig-guide

Jo Little and Jared Smith & Tall Folk
THE GALLERY CAFE & BAR
8PM / FREE ENTRY

THURSDAY 
11 MAR

FRIDAY 
12 MAR

SATURDAY 
13 MAR

Howdy Critic,
In your crossword this week, 21 across was posed with the statement 'tomato sauce.’

This infuriates me to no end. Ketchup and tomato sauce are two different condiments. 

Ketchup is thicker than tomato sauce and uses more spices. Tomato sauce is a simpler con-
diment that goes with a wider variety of foods, yet lacks individuality.

Honestly, why the fuck do you think Watties sell both tomato sauce and ketchup. Buy some of 
each and do a damn taste test. Pull your head out of your ass, Critic. They're two different 
condiments.

Yours saucecerely,
Wyatt Ryder

Dear Critic,
Sugarfree Red Bull tastes like you’ve already vomited. 

Yours sincerely,
Disgusted 

Hey Critic!
I just walked across the Museum lawn and it was full of plastic, discarded from tent city. If 
shitty corporations are gonna show up to sell shitty products to freshers, the least they could 
do is clean up after themselves. 

Making it a nuisance to sit on the grass notwithstanding, these fuckers have blood on their 
hands from all the seagulls that are going to die from eating the castoffs from your rub-
bish-ass mass culture. I hope you’re happy. 

Ps. I don’t know how anyone can sleep at night thinking about the seagulls. 

Yours sincerely,
Save the birds

Dear Critic,
I’m writing to you about an extremely important issue relevant to nearly the entire student 
population. Recently, in a remarkable display of PC culture gone wrong, the toy companies 
Mattel and Hasbro have decided to arbitrarily remove 225 swear words from the Scrabble 
dictionary.

Yes, you can no longer play the word ‘fuck’ or ‘shit’ in a game of Scrabble without some snotty 
know-it-all telling you it’s no longer allowed. Being a student, this is an incredibly vital part of 
my vocabulary and being unable to use these words is casual erasure of scarfiedom. 

Scrabble is now a game ruled by corporate micromanagers who don’t understand that these 
words have absolutely zero context when played in a game of Scrabble and cannot be con-
strued as offensive in the slightest. Please do something about this. 

Sincerely,
A former child Scrabble prodigy 

EMAIL CRITIC@CRITIC.CO.NZ TO CLAIM YOUR VOUCHER

LETTER OF THE WEEK:

EDITOR'S RESPONSE:

Hi Critic,
I’m a bit distressed about an article Erin wrote last week about students being sanctioned for 
sexual assaults. I felt that the article wasn’t critical enough of the university’s stance on sex-
ual assault, and was pretty offended by a ranking of the sexual assault cases brought before 
the uni by Critic. I’ve heard the word “triggering” used unironically about the piece, which is 
shocking, coming from Critic.

I’m sure that there were more cases than the three highlighted. Like someone said on your 
facebook post, one of the reasons that people don’t come forward is that they don’t believe 
that their situation was “bad enough”, and I think this list of offences that the uni deemed 
“harmful” will only prevent future survivors from coming forward. 

I know that the university can spin what it says to you, and that you have to publish their re-
sponse, but I think that you need to tread very carefully on this subject and remember to be 
critical of the university at every turn - that's your job. Especially when it comes to a serious 
issue like this one, you can’t just be a mouthpiece for the uni’s propaganda. 

I was really excited to read the piece when I read the title, but was let down by the content. I 
feel like you just echoed the university’s excuses for something inexcusable. 

I’d like to see you be more critical of the university’s sexual assault policy in the future.

Cheers,
Aidan

Kia ora Aidan, thanks for reaching out. I understand your concerns — we are unfortunately 
limited in terms of what we can write in a news article. News can’t include the author’s opin-
ion and we have to report based on the facts we have, rather than what we think. This is hard 
with sexual misconduct. Sinead’s editorial from last year goes into why reporting on sexual 
misconduct is difficult. We can report on students’ opinions, though. If you’ve got some-
thing further to say about how the University deals with sexual harassment, get in touch at 
critic@critic.co.nz.
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Tutors Receive a “Pay Cut By Stealth”

OUSA Apartments Generate Outrage

Some experienced tutors at the University of 
Otago will be paid less than they were last 
year. The change comes from a change to the 
requirements of the payscales for tutors and 
demonstrators. 

Tutors who do not take on a role in organising 
the paper or co-ordinating other tutors will 
move from Level 3 of the pay scale to Level 
2. This is a reduction from $24 per hour at 
Level 3 to $21.50 per hour at Level 2 (although 
Level 2 will increase to $22 from 1 April). The 
guidance on Level 3 of the payscale requires 
that the tutor “will be directly involved with and 
have some responsibility for co-ordination and 
training of tutors.” 

Previously, the pay scale was based on 
qualifications rather than management of 
other people. Tutors with Masters or PhD 
qualifications were often on Level 3. The 
University revised the pay scales last year. 
“For some areas this meant a change from 

Your students’ association plans to turn the 
first floor of the University Bookshop into 
rental accommodation, and past Exec members 
are not happy about it. Two previous Exec 
members have questioned why a proposal 
rejected three times in the last five years was 
resurrected in 2021. 

“It was a stupid idea then, and it’s a stupid idea 
now,” said 2016 Administrative Vice-President 
Jarred Griffiths on Twitter. With “no commercial 
acumen or commercial experience” in the Exec 
or the senior staff, Jarred saw OUSA entering 
the world of property development as a “group 
looking to go off on a jaunt with millions of 
dollars of student money.” 

When contacted by Critic for further comment, 
Jarred described the move as “a risky 
commercial enterprise” that “certainly isn’t the 
best use of money which should be spent on 
student welfare.”

Jarred said that being “first and foremost a 
student association”, OUSA are a key advocate 
for students and tenancy rights. He argued that 
becoming a property developer and landlord 
would put that at risk. 

By Erin Gourley

By Denzel Chung

because he “can earn more money doing other 
things”. It is “kind of a pay cut by stealth,” he 
said.

“The new scales mean that you may have 
people who hold PhDs earning $21.50 per hour,” 
Joshua said.

He said that there had been “terrible” 
communication, which came from individual 
departments at the University rather than 
HR. “This has resulted in friction between 
tutors and departmental administrators and 
teaching staff.” Another problem, Joshua said, 
is that “two of the scales are still below the 
living wage.” As a Tertiary Education Union 
member, he recommended that other tutors 
join the union.

Michael Evan’s, OUSA’s Academic Rep, said 
the pay cut was “cooked.” “For many students, 
income from tutoring is essential to make ends 
meet.” He said that no tutors had reached out 
to OUSA about the change.

Debbie said that “the development pays for 
itself over the next 10 years or so.” Critic notes 
this is 3 years longer than it takes the average 
student to pay off their student loan. 

When asked about generally negative student 
responses to the plan, Debbie cited referendum 
results from 2018 and 2019, where “75% of 
respondents were in favour of OUSA owning 
student flats.” In both years, the questions 
were about OUSA owning student flats so 
they could “set the standard of flat ownership 
in North Dunedin” and “offer students a fair 
and reliable flatting option”. In a statement to 
Critic last week, Debbie said these flats were 
“not developed with the student market as 
intended end-users”.

OUSA President Michaela Waite-Harvey 
blamed an “impossible financial situation” 
for forcing OUSA to take this path, fingering 
both the University for failing “consistently to 
adequately fund OUSA,” and the Government 
“dragging its feet on VSM”. Michaela said: “We 
won’t apologise for investing in a property we 
own to be more commercially viable so that 
we can continue to provide free services for 
students.”

“Just because you have a PhD doesn’t mean you deserve the living 
wage” — Otago Uni

But will they generate revenue?

their practice of appointing primarily based 
on the highest qualification of the appointee,” 
said Kevin Seales, the University’s HR Director. 

The change came into effect from start of 
February 2020, but tutors who signed their 
contracts before that date have only found 
out about it this year. Kevin Seales, said that 
“in some instances” the change wouldn’t have 
been apparent until the tutors were given their 
agreements this year. 

A tutor, who did not want to be named, said 
the change was “unexpected. I wasn't aware of 
it until I received my contract. The main thing 
really is that tutors make a huge contribution 
to papers, and that is work needs to be valued.” 

“The pay scales are now in-line with how much 
involvement a tutor has in the organisation 
of the paper, rather than their educational/
teaching skills as it was previously,” said Joshua 
James, a PhD student who has stopped tutoring 

Will Guy, Administrative Vice-President in 
2017, shared the same concerns about OUSA 
“splurging millions of dollars in an industry 
where it has no commercial expertise”. He 
said “it wasn’t a good investment in 2016 and it 
isn’t a good one now.” More concerning for him 
was that the investment “isn’t even planning on 
targeting the development to students.” He said 
that “this sounds like an Executive and CEO 
who have forgotten what the purpose of the 
organisation is.” 

However, Will also acknowledged that OUSA 
has wanted to diversify its income streams for 
years, since Voluntary Student Membership 
(VSM) forced them to rely on the University’s 
goodwill for financial sustainability. 

OUSA CEO Debbie Downs said the proposal 
was necessary to fund OUSA’s services. She 
said that other commercial opportunities 
would have represented a much higher-risk 
investment. Debbie acknowledged that the 
cost involved in developing the apartments 
is “significant”, but could not share specific 
numbers with Critic.  

Critic Editor // critic@critic.co.nz

Chief Reporter // denzel@critic.co.nz
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Otago Takes Three Years to Develop Climate 
Action Plan 

Otago Uni approved a Carbon Zero Programme 
in 2019, but did not hire a staff member to work 
on it until last month. The programme was first 
proposed in 2018.

“The programme business case, including 
a road map to carbon zero, will be created 
approved and well underway by the end 
of 2021,” said Otago’s Sustainability Office 
Head, Ray O’Brien. He explained that “Covid 
impacted the recruitment of the Programme 
Manager.”

“We’re in the middle of a climate crisis, yet 
Otago is not going to have their climate plan 
ready until the end of this year, three years 
on from its proposal,” said surveying student 
Jett Gannaway from climate organisation 
Generation Zero. “Covid-19 should not be used 
as an excuse for inaction. It’s an opportunity for 
Otago to reset and transition away from carbon 
intensive practices — for good.” 

By Adam Currie

complete climate impact of air travel, because 
Victoria’s emissions only included the actual 
fossil fuels used in powering the plane and 
not another sciency-sounding impact called 
“radiative forcing.” 

“In effect, the total global warming impact 
of aviation is almost double that of just the 
burning of the fossil fuel,” he said. He said 
that this makes a big impact, especially given 
that air travel made up over a third of Otago’s 
emissions, and provided some numbers to 
back it up.

After some quick math and a vape, Critic 
decided two things. Firstly, even taking 
O’Brien’s numbers into account would only 
reduce the gap by approximately two-thirds, 
leaving Otago’s emissions still thousands 
of tonnes greater than Victoria’s. Secondly, 
climate maths — and Vic students — are very 
complicated and very boring. Just sort it out 
already.

University hopes the climate will wait for them to get their shit 
together

Gannaway also said it was “embarrassing” that 
the 2019 Greenhouse Gas Inventory, which is 
the Uni’s first complete emissions assessment, 
showed that Otago created more than twice the 
emissions of Victoria University in Wellington. 
The 2019 Greenhouse Gas Inventory was 
released last month.

The inventory showed that in 2019, Otago 
was responsible for 34,961 tonnes of CO2, the 
equivalent of seven and a half thousand cars 
being driven around for a year. For reference, 
Victoria University’s 2019 emissions assessment 
showed them emitting 14,528 tonnes of CO2.

Ray O’Brien said that accounting technicalities 
meant that Otago’s emission levels were not 
as different to Victoria’s as they appear. “We 
calculated emissions as a result of the food 
purchased for residential colleges, events and 
retail ... Victoria has not included this,” he said. 

He also claimed that unlike Otago, Victoria’s 
emissions assessment failed to include the 

Contributor // critic@critic.co.nz
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Dunedin Students Worried For Their Families in 
Myanmar

As the Myanmar Coup continues to 
unfold, students in Dunedin with deep 
ties to the Southeast Asian country can 
only watch and wait in fear. Two students 
from Myanmar spoke to Critic about the 
ongoing unrest.

Hay is a third year Microbiology student at 
Otago. During the interview, she told Critic 
that she “could only sleep when I know my 
parents [in Myanmar] are safe”, which was 
normally at about 6am. 

“It’s no longer safe for anyone to be outside, 
even if they’re heading to the market for 
groceries,” Hay said in an email. “Many 
people have been taken to jails without 
warrants and the soldiers charge them 
with whatever they want. Soldiers asked 
for pedestrian’s cellphones and demanded 
them to open their Facebook account even 
if they say they don’t have one.” 

Protestors have been on the streets for 
weeks since the start of the coup, and 
on Wednesday 3rd March, authorities 
in Myanmar began the most violent 
crackdown to date. According to the United 
Nations, 38 people were killed. Tens of 
thousands of demonstrators continue to 
take to the streets across Myanmar.

Hay and Philip, who is a management 
student at the Polytech, had planned 
a protest in Dunedin for Sunday 28 
February. They had to cancel due to Covid 
restrictions. 

By Aiman Amerul Muner

Inside the country, freedom of expression 
is constrained. Since the start of the 
coup, Myanmar has endured five internet 
blackouts. Social media networks like 
Facebook and Twitter have been blocked 
to suppress information coming out of the 
country. 

“By using virtual private networks, people 
back home [can] upload live updates of 
what is happening, and it has made it easier 
for everyone, especially for us, to talk to 
our family and know that they are safe,” 
said Philip. 

Hashtags like 
#WhatsHappeninginMyanmar and 
#HearTheVoiceOfMyanmar have had 
hundreds of thousands of interactions to 
this date.

“The protestors have done so much for 
the country. They have put their life on 
the front line.” said Philip. He was wearing 
a red t-shirt, which symbolises Aung San 
Suu Kyi’s party and is worn by most of the 
protestors. 

Both Philip and Hay are hopeful there will 
be international intervention. “I appreciate 
that the Prime Minister [Jacinda Ardern] 
and her government are standing firm 
against the coup. We hope that they will 
join us in our effort to restore the country’s 
democratic government. Hit them hard 
where it hurts,” said Hay.

Coup worsens, concerns grow

“[These authorities] are the same military 
personnel that were in power years ago. 
They use the same tactics to scare people. 
They arrest people at night, enforcing 
curfews,” said Philip. Both Hay and Philip 
said that with executive power now in the 
hands of the military, the coup reminded 
them of similar military actions in 1962 
and 1988. 

“We are frustrated. We feel hopeless, to be 
honest with you,” Hay said. “We might have 
to fight for a long time. That takes energy 
and determination. We do not know what 
is in store for us in the future.”

Fear of speaking out is at an all-time 
high, after the news that State Counsellor 
Aung San Suu Kyi, President Win Myint 
were arrested by the army, along with 
other key politicians, civil society leaders, 
protestors, and journalists.

“[The government] might have our personal 
details and arrest us one day,” Hay said, 
“but that will not stop me from speaking 
out right now. This is my life and I have to 
do it, we have to speak out, for our country 
and our future.”

According to Hay, the only difference 
between the current coup and previous 
ones, is that there is a bigger Myanmar 
diaspora outside of the country this time. 
Being outside Myanmar enables them to 
speak out atrocities to a wider audience. 

K A R E R E 0 2N E W S
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George reckoned it’d be a good 
idea “to just go out one night 
and paint the fuckin’ thing 
myself.”

Students Still Want Crossing, DCC Say They’re 
Working on It

The DCC will no longer confirm whether 
students will get an Albany Street pedestrian 
crossing. Last year, the DCC said it was “likely” 
in “late 2021.”

A 2017 poll showed that more students 
supported the crossing (78.6%) than discounted 
Lime scooters (68.9%), or even another student 
pub (53.5%). OUSA president Michaela Waite-
Harvey said that while the DCC “are yet to act,” 
the crossing was a “clear priority” for OUSA 
and that she would continue to be vocal about 
it. 

Students interviewed at the crossing last week 
expressed support. “Especially coming out of 
Grange, I feel like I’m going to get hit by a car,” 
said Izzy. “Every time I cross. [The street] really 
needs a crossing.” 

Sam and Henry didn’t feel like they were going 
to get hit by a car, but agreed that the crossing 
would “definitely be useful.” George reckoned 

By Fox Meyer

the crossing outside the Business School as an 
example of the possible problems that could 
arise. 

We stopped playing Crossy Road for a reason

it’d be a good idea “to just go out one night and 
paint the fuckin’ thing myself.”

Katelyn, of Dispensary Coffee, had heard that 
DCC was planning on a crosswalk, and was 
“very excited at the idea,” because it would 
bring in business for the cafe. Emma, staffing 
the desk at OUSA Clubs and Socs, said she 
was torn. 

“I’m conscious of the fact that traffic gets really 
backed up there, especially during rush hour. 
And this might sound bad, but students have 
figured out how to cross without getting hit, 
y’know?” She then said that student safety 
was the number one priority. “We should do 
whatever’s safest for students,” even if that 
meant inconveniencing commuters, “and it 
would definitely be safer for students to have 
a crossing.”

However, Emma was also wary of causing more 
traffic on the already congested street. She cited 

News Editor // news@critic.co.nz

Egg Sales Spike During O Week

There was a “small spike in egg sales” 
during O Week, thanks to the long-held 
tradition of egging freshers.

A Countdown spokesperson said that 
they saw “a small spike in egg sales at our 
Dunedin stores over Orientation Week”. 
However, they encourage people to think 
critically about the wanton purchasing 
of eggs, “seeing as food waste is one 
of the biggest contributors to methane 
emissions”.

First-year Grace told us that her mates 
were the victims of a drive-by egging 
during O Week. According to Grace, who 
wasn’t egged herself, some flats displayed 
cartons of eggs to “scare freshers”. She had 
also heard of flats storing eggs months past 
their use-by date, saving them up for some 
extra pungent eggings.

A spokesperson for the University 
described egging freshers as a “cowardly 
act” which can cause pain and injury 

By Callan George

were the source of a car crash on Clyde 
and Union street last year. John called this 
a practice of “careless drivers”, who “fail to 
act in the manner of a careful and prudent 
motorist”. 

Poor Student Beer Reviews (aka @
growupdunter on Instagram) said that 
“there is no greater joy than connecting 
a yolky, high-speed projectile to side of a 
first years dome from 20+ metres out [sic].” 
Brad said that he “will feel no pleasure as 
great as I felt when I harassed a bunch of 
first-years and assaulted them with eggs,” 
and recommended buying enough eggs 
to attack “the whole fresher community.” 
Every egger interviewed agreed that 
egging is “a rite of passage we all must go 
through,” explaining that “we’ve all been 
through it.”

“By 2022,” he said, “these hardened freshers 
will do the same to the next generation. 
And so on, so forth, till the end of time. 
This is the way.”

Countdown egg sellers encourage breathas to think about the climate

“particularly to the eye”. They also said that 
anyone engaging in egging risks facing 
action from the Proctor or the police.

Egging has “grown in momentum since 
1981”, according to an old Dunedin student. 
By 2009, egging was a full-fledged tradition. 
The Otago Daily Times reported that a 
second year was almost expelled for it, but 
was eventually let off with a final warning. 
According to the article, he also “urinated in 
public, attempted to set a couch alight and 
exposed himself to Campus Watch staff”. 
When the ODT asked him about this he 
replied “ah ha”.

Seven years later disciplinary action was 
still being enforced. In 2016, a teenager 
from Wellington was arrested because 
they egged the Otago’s Deputy Proctor. 
The Deputy Proctor then tackled him. The 
egger was charged with common assault.

Campus Cop John Woodhouse was 
concerned about drive-by eggings, which 

 With additional reporting from Eileen Corcoran (Radio One)

Joni didn’t share Emma’s concern. When asked 
about the traffic a crossing may create, Jodi 
responded “who if it makes traffic worse?” She 
wanted a crosswalk, and didn’t care if it delayed 
commuters through campus.

Last year, DCC Transport Group Manager 
Jeanine Benson said that a crosswalk was 
being considered, but “unlikely to be seen until 
the end of 2021.” This week, she said that she 
was unable to provide more information until 
the DCC’s ten-year plan, from 2021 to 2031, is 
considered by the council.

K A R E R E 0 2N E W S
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OUSA Cancels Exec Meeting Because They Have 
Nothing to Talk About

OUxit: Why some students leave OUSA

The Exec meeting last week was cancelled 
because there was nothing on the agenda. 

In an email sent to members of the OUSA 
Exec February 26, the meeting scheduled 
for Monday was cancelled because there 
were only two agenda items. Both items 
had papers pending, preventing full 
discussion on either topic. 

Despite the fact that this was the first Exec 
meeting of the new semester, they (ie, the 
representatives who are elected to talk 
about things on behalf of students) were 
unable to find anything to talk about. 

Critic followed up with OUSA to see if 
there was another reason that there was 
no meeting, considering that O Week 
had just wrapped up and there may be a 

Despite being the oldest, and one of the 
most influential students’ associations in 
the country, people still opt to leave the 
Otago Uni Students’ Association (OUSA).

One of them — a third year student Otago 
student — opted out of OUSA membership 
in September last year by emailing the 
Secretary of his intentions. Unlike many 
who leave thinking they no longer have to 
pay the student services fee, this student 
left on ideological grounds.

Opting out means you formally leave 
the OUSA while maintaining your 
status as a Otago Uni student. OUSA 
President Michaela Waite-Harvey said 
that consequences include losing the 
rights under the OUSA constitution, such 
as voting in OUSA elections. However, 
OUxiting doesn’t permit you to opt out 
of the Student Services Fee or services 
provided by the OUSA, as they are 
managed by the University.

“Other reasons students have indicated 
for opting out in the past largely fall along 
ideological lines. Students may either 
disagree with the specific actions of OUSA 

By Alex Leckie-Zaharic

By Runze Liu

university tutors
• The importance of flat signs to student 

culture
• The coup in Myanmar
• The lack of etiquette from students 

who leave the rugby early
• The implementation of a pedestrian 

crossing on Albany Street
• Why the everloving fuck does the 

University not have a carbon zero 
policy already?

• Where are Bill and Bill, our favourite 
gay ducks, hiding?

• VSM

If any of these vitally important issues 
are raised at an Exec meeting, Critic will 
be sure to update you. Until then, Critic 
sincerely hopes that the Exec can find 
something relevant to talk about for their 
next meeting.

He considered the OUSA to be overly 
bureaucratic and said that it inhabits a 
niche where most students are “apathetic” 
towards it. “Reading about [it] in Critic, it 
seems to be a bit of a circlejerk of the who’s 
who of student politics of Dunedin. There 
is a lot of confirmation bias.”

The leaver warns other students not to 
leave OUSA unless they know what they’re 
doing, and encourages OUSA to ensure 
more students are aware of what they 
provide. It took him leaving the association 
to fully “appreciate that membership is a 
privilege.”

“My advice to other people is to formulate 
your own opinion. Having a definite take 
— either being in it or not in it — is better 
than the apathy we have where everyone 
is opted in when they start but only 10% 
comes out for a referendum.”

“If they are going to continue to maintain 
their non-partisan stance, they need more 
dissenters so it doesn’t look like a circle 
jerk.”

Cowards

few recovering party animals on the Exec. 
According to President Michaela Waite-
Harvey, the meeting was simply cancelled 
due to “a lack of items for discussion.” She 
stated that there will be a meeting this 
coming week.

Since the Exec have decided that there 
is nothing important to have a meeting 
about, Critic compiled a list of topics that 
they could have filled a meeting with. These 
include:

• The appropriateness of OUSA 
converting the space above UBS into 
rental properties

• Whether an Auckland Beer Festival is 
a good event to run

• The ethics of egging freshers
• How OUSA can lobby on behalf of 

or the type of institution that OUSA is,” said 
Michaela.

This student’s decision to leave came after 
Exec decided to take a pro-legislation 
stance on the Cannabis referendum last 
year. He’d been disillusioned with the 
OUSA for quite some time, feeling left out 
of OUSA decisions, and “[their stance on 
the cannabis] referendum] was the final 
straw.”

He believed that “it was grandstanding. 
Having an opinion for the sake of having 
an opinion. It proved they weren’t out for 
the students.”

His issues stem from a belief that OUSA 
often takes a partisan stance. He stressed 
that the OUSA should be an “old-school 
union” rather than a “mini-government,” 
and said “I think there is a way that I could 
be advocated for that’s non-partisan.” 

“I haven’t felt impacted by OUSA because 
the times I’ve needed someone in my corner 
I’ve always found someone who can do 
better than them … I really did not see the 
benefit of remaining.”

News Reporter // alex@critic.co.nz

Contributor // critic@critic.co.nz
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The Greasy Beaver Lives to Beave Another Day

By Erin Gourley

Matt Cutler stonks up 1000% compared to last year’s appearance as a 
side-villain in Critic

Critic Editor // critic@critic.co.nz

The Greasy Beaver Lodge is back, baby. 
The famous flat sign was resurrected three 
weeks ago, after the tenants made a request 
to their property manager. 

Annabelle, one of the current tenants, 
said that her flatmate emailed Cutlers 
over Christmas and said “it would make 
my Christmas dreams come true if you put 
the sign back up.” It didn’t happen in time 
for Christmas, but a few weeks ago Cutlers 
sent a maintenance man over to put the 
sign back up. “We woke up and the sign 
was back up. It was great.”

“The guy who put it back up didn’t realise 
what it said until he put it back up and took 
a step back,” said Annabelle. “He blushed 
when he saw it. A lot of people do.” 

The current tenants are still “unsure” about 
why the sign was taken down in the first 
place. “We’ve been told multiple different 
things,” said Annabelle. She lived in the flat 
last year, when the sign was taken down. 

“When the sign got taken down our flat 
looked pretty boring from the outside,” 
Annabelle said. “When we got the sign 
back, we could finally say we’re in the 
Greasy Beaver and everyone knows 
immediately where we’re from.”

She said that even her mum likes the sign, 
after initially seeing it and thinking she 
would never let her daughter live in a flat 
like that. “Everybody’s family and friends 
in the flat were just heartbroken when it 
was taken down,” she said.

“When I first met the tenants they really 
wanted it to be put back up, so we put 
it back up,” said Matt Cutler, of Cutlers 
Property Management. Cutlers took over 
managing the Greasy Beaver from Jenny 
Adamson at the end of 2020.

“We were always going to say we’ll just put 
it up ourselves, screw the Uni or whoever 
decided to take it down,” Annabelle said.

The sign was taken down at the end of 2019. 
Then-property manager, Jenny Adamson, 
described it as “offensive” and said that it 
did not “depict nicely what the flat is about.” 
She also said that “landlords should have a 
say” in what the flat was called.

Flat Break-Ins Rampant Over Flo and O 

There’s been an increase in flat damage 
in the North Dunedin area over Flo and 
O Week. 

Critic spoke to Lulu Gordon, a student 
whose flat got messed up on the final days 
of O Week. Lulu was in her lounge enjoying 
a post-bender Maccas feast with her flatties 
when a couple of Long Whites were hurled 
through the window. Lulu pointed out that 
Long Whites were “a suitable bitch drink” 
for the perpetrators. The lads fled the scene 
only to return on Monday to check “out 
their handy work.” It is unclear if Lulu 
returned fire.

By Denzel Chung & Callan George

Woodhouse. He said the lack of lighting on 
the streets around Leith and Castle made 
crime prevention harder. Jeanine Benson 
(the DCC’s Group Manager for Transport) 
confirmed that the streetlights in Castle, 
Leith, and Dundas Streets were replaced 
between June and December 2020. She 
said they had received a few complaints 
about a lack of light, but “only one from 
the tertiary precinct”. 

If the police can’t identify a face on CCTV 
the best they can do is say ‘yep, someone 
sure did break your window’. That’s rough, 
buddy.

Hide yo kids, hide yo bong

Some guy punched in Meg Anderson’s door 
with his bare fist during her O Week party. 
She never found the dude, but speculates 
that he “must have been one of our friends”. 
Meg’s damages didn’t stop there: a week 
later, someone else put their leg through 
her door. Meg went out to yell at them, but 
the perp shifted the blame to a bystander 
and fled the scene. Another window was 
smashed and pissed through before the 
damages ceased. Critic recommends new 
friends.

“We do the most we can humanly do [to 
keep flats secure],” said Campus Cop John 

Chief Reporter // denzel@critic.co.nz
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Uni Smoothly Transitions to Level 2

Boutique Hotel Repurposed into Student 
Accommodation

The University’s response to recent 
yo-yoing between alert levels has not come 
under scrutiny from students. This is a far-
cry from the student reaction during the 
first Covid outbreak.

Critic spoke to Andrew Ferguson, the 
University’s Emergency and Business 
Continuity Coordinator, about the Uni’s 
response to last week’s transition to 
alert level two. Andrew said preparation 
commenced around 9:30pm Saturday night, 
half an hour after the Prime Minister’s 
live announcement, with staff working 
all weekend to allow the transition. It is 
unclear if any staff missed out on Electric 
Ave to stay and do their duties. 

Level two, and the social distancing 
required, caused overall lecture theatre 
capacity to drop from 8,000 to 2,000 seats, 

Otago University has converted its 
Executive Residence boutique hotel into 
student accommodation for 2021. 

The Executive Residence, also known as 
“that fancy house on Union Street East,” is 
now being managed by University College 
as a part of the University’s expansion of 
Undergraduate Accommodation. The 
increase of 194 beds comes in response 
to increased demand for undergraduate 
accommodation.

Otago University’s Chief Operating Officer 
Stephen Willis revealed that 24 students 
are being housed in the Residence. It will 

By Denzel Chung

By Quintin Jane

said that “a significant amount of effort is 
required” with every change in alert level, 
making transition days (like last Monday) 
necessary. 

With any change in alert level comes a rise 
in stress and anxiety. Ferguson said that 
“additional resources are provided as and 
when demand requires” to Student Health. 

Students did not have many opinions 
about the Uni’s response this year. Nobody 
expressed feelings of confusion, and while 
people were “gutted that lectures are 
online”, the transition to level two went 
smoothly. 

It’s almost like we’ve been through this 
before.

Like other UniCol flats, students in the 
residence are expected to go to the 
main UniCol dining room for lunch and 
dinner. In colder months, breakfast will be 
provided on site. It’s not breakfast in bed, 
but it’s close.

Unicol was not the only hall to have its 
bed numbers increased. Caroline Freeman 
College took Abbey College under its 
wing and renamed the college to Caroline 
Freeman College East. This is is where the 
majority of the 194 new beds came from.

To listen to the story tune into R1 news on 
Thursday 11 March.

Third time’s the charm

Freshers get fancy ensuites and Critic is jealous

said Stephen Willis, Chief Operating 
Officer at the University. That required 
significant timetabling changes. Furniture 
was moved all over campus to ensure social 
distancing. Audio-visual equipment needed 
to be set up. E-mails were written and sent 
out en-masse. 

According to Andrew, every department 
sets their own plans for each alert level, 
but they all need to deliver online teaching 
within 24 hours. However, these plans are 
not set in stone. “They must be constantly 
revised and updated as the Ministry 
of Health and/or Tertiary Education 
Commission guidelines change,” he said. 
They also change as “lessons are learnt”. 

The plans are then reviewed by the 
University’s Health and Safety team to 
ensure they meet the requirements. Stephen 

be converted back to a hotel at the end of 
the year.

According to the University’s website, and 
a student from the flat next door who was 
given a tour by a resident, each room is 
equipped with a queen-sized bed and a very 
flash looking ensuite.

The University said these rooms are priced 
at the same rate as an ensuite room in other 
residential colleges. Rooms with ensuites, 
such as those in Te Rangi Hiroa college, 
cost a fee of $17860 per year. This is $1520 
more than a standard room in a university 
owned college.

Chief Reporter // denzel@critic.co.nz

Radio One News Reporter
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Dunedinites Devotedly Down Dogs

Data from Regent St Night ‘n Day suggests 
students absolutely frothed $2 Hot Dogs 
during O Week. On the Tuesdays of Flo 
and O Week, Night ‘n Day sold over 600 
hot dogs.

By Elliot Weir

During Flo and O Week, the average 
number of hot dogs sold every day was 
106. However, on the Tuesdays of Flo and 
O Week, those stats jump to 613 and 610, 
respectively. That’s a 600% rise compared 
to other nights of the week, and compared 
to Tuesdays on Slo Week, students have 
doubled the dog downage.

Data may have been distorted by one student who ate 300 hot dogs 

During Slo Week (a term Critic has coined 
for the week before O and Flo Week), Night 
‘n Day Regent sold an average of 43 hot 
dogs on non-promotional days, and 322 hot 
dogs on $2 Tuesday. 

Features Editor // features@critic.co.nz

I

Police Presence Boosted at Flo and O 

Police vans, as well as marked and 
unmarked police cars, regularly patrolled 
the Castle/Leith area during Flo and O 
Week, as early as 6pm. Critic can confirm 
that this wasn’t just a figment of boozed-up 
paranoia. There were actually more police 
than usual.

On Big Red Finale night, two police cars 
were seen. With lights flashing, they 
blocking the entrance onto Castle Street 
from Dundas, while up to 15 officers in 
high-vis vests patrolled along the street. 

Students seemed relatively positive about 
the high-profile police presence. Ryu, a 
three-year veteran of Castle Street parties, 
noted that the “cops were decent”, while 
another student agreed that they seemed to 
cause “no trouble”, and that they were “not 
interfering”. A group of third-years called 
the police “a necessary evil”, claiming that 

By Denzel Chung

when “significant violence and drug-
dealing” forced an early shut-down. 

The main problems of O-week were not 
high-schoolers (to freshers’ surprise) or the 
Mob (to everyone’s surprise), but people 
travelling from as far as Central Otago and 
Oamaru for our annual weeklong bender. 
A very dedicated effort, from people 
“intentionally looking to disrupt” student 
celebrations. Critic suggests that according 
to the logical progression of this issue, next 
year students should be on the lookout 
for wine-o’clock mums, and boomers in 
general.

Regarding irate residents, Woodhouse said, 
“they have to recognise this is a university 
city, and there will be celebrations involving 
noise, and sometimes that may be the price 
you pay for having … such a large education 
industry.”

Students “very good”, get a pat on the head from Campus Cop

without them “the whole thing will turn to 
chaos”.

Campus Cop John Woodhouse confirmed 
that since 2019 the police have shifted to 
encouraging street parties where students 
can “recognise police presence”. This 
change comes after the tragic death of 
Sophia Crestani at a flat party in 2019. 
Police have also sought to give “as much 
presence to our small numbers as possible”, 
by wearing high-visibility clothing and 
actively moving through the crowd. 

John insisted that the police’s presence is 
to “make students feel safe”, rather than 
to aggressively shut down events. Overall, 
John considered Flo and O-week to be “a 
huge success” with the vast majority of 
students’ behaviour generally being “very 
good”. Woodhouse said 11 out of 12 nights 
went smoothly, except for Friday night, 

Chief Reporter // denzel@critic.co.nz
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Your Student Association is Hosting a Beerfest for 
JAFA’s

The success of Dunedin’s annual Beerfest 
inspired OUSA to organise a similar event 
this year in Auckland, despite the potential 
danger of another lockdown. 

The festival is planned for March 27 in the 
Spark Arena (formerly Vector Arena). With 
one ticket option you get “preferential access 
to tickets next year,” implying that this will 
be a recurring thing. Sorry if you can’t make 
the trip.

Dunedin’s Beerfest funds student services 
across campus. By hosting an event in 
Auckland, OUSA CEO Debbie Downs hoped 
to honour students’ wishes of becoming 
“more financially independent”. 

Money siphoned out of Auckland’s pockets 

By Fox Meyer

OUSA was not able to clarify before 
publication of this article if the idea to 
host this event came pre- or post-Covid. 
“If the idea came post-Covid,” said student 
Tajsha, “that would have totally different 
implications.” With such a large investment 
in a major event, a good turnout is 
undoubtedly required to make a profit. 

“While Auckland may not seem like the 
ideal city to hold events at this current time, 
events nationally continue to be planned 
and produced,” Debbie said. She said that 
OUSA is planning contingencies and has 
potential postponement dates, should Covid 
cause trouble with the event’s planned date.

Auckland the hottest place to host social gatherings

would be spent improving your student 
experience, easing OUSA’s reliance on their 
Service Level Agreement with the University, 
which has been a “clear mandate” of students 
and consecutive student execs, according to 
Debbie. 

News Editor // news@critic.co.nz

OUSA is not mentioned on the 
event’s website. Instead, the 
event is “brought to you by the 
team behind the Dunedin Craft 
Beer and Food Festival.”

Though OUSA has partnered with Auckland-
based Live Nation to host this event, OUSA 
is not mentioned on the event’s website. 
Instead, the event is “brought to you by the 
team behind the Dunedin Craft Beer and 
Food Festival.” Hey, that’s us!
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OPINION: Freshers, Stop Leaving the Game Early

Being born and raised in Dunedin, I’ve 
got a special place in my heart for the 
mighty Highlanders. I was there for 
their last game at Carisbrook over ten 
years ago, I watched as we lifted our 
first trophy in 2015. Since arriving at 
Uni, I’ve been to almost every ‘Landers 
game at Forsyth Barr Stadium.

Through all of the ups and downs, 
nothing pisses me off more than 
watching freshers stream out of the 
Zoo with ten minutes to go in order to 
sink another shitty RTD and wobble to 
town only to fuck out in the middle of 
the Octy because they have the alcohol 
tolerance of a toddler. 

By Alex Leckie-Zaharic

Matters of respect aside, you miss 
out on some thrilling finishes. I’ve 
watched the Highlanders pull a win 
out of absolutely nowhere in the dying 
moments. Imagine if you’d left the 
ninety-minute thriller that was the first 
Bledisloe game in Auckland last year 
at the seventy-minute mark? You’d be 
kicking yourself. 

It doesn’t matter if the game seems to 
be over. If your team was winning, you’d 
stay to the end to watch them reign 
victorious. You don’t leave a concert 
early just because you know what the 
last few songs on the set-list are, and 
leaving the game is no different. 

So freshers, for fuck’s sake, if you go 
to the game, wait until that siren goes 
and the final whistle is blown. Show 
some respect for the players who pour 
their heart and soul into playing the 
game. Your life isn’t going to be any 
better for getting some weak vodka 
into your veins ten minutes earlier, 
but you might just witness your team 
snatch victory from the jaws of defeat 
and hear The Zoo roar.

A paean to corporatized expressions of commodified culture

final ball is bowled. I think it’s pretty 
demoralising for the players to be 
battling out on the field only to see 
bored freshers ditch to get on the rark 
ten minutes earlier. 

News Reporter // alex@critic.co.nz

That ten minutes really doesn’t 
matter to you, but it definitely 
matters for the players on the 
pitch.

It doesn’t matter if the 
game seems to be over. If 
your team was winning, 
you’d stay to the end 
to watch them reign 
victorious.

It doesn’t matter if you support the 
Highlanders, Crusaders or one of the 
shit teams from up north, or even if 
you’re watching a completely different 
sport. Stay until that siren goes or that 

Sure, I can understand if you’re not a 
huge rugby fan and you’re just there to 
vibe with your mates. However, if you 
want to ditch and head to town a bit 
earlier, just watch the game in your hall 
or your flat and no one will care. But if 
you decide to physically go to the game, 
be prepared to stay there for the full 
eighty minutes and support the boys 
until that final whistle is blown. Forsyth 
Barr isn’t a huge stadium, so you can’t 
use the argument that you avoid the 
crowds by ditching early. It’s a five 
minute wait at most. 

14
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ODT Watch

Sex sells, but a dick joke on the front page? The ODT have stooped to a new 
level of vulgarity. People should read the newspaper for its merits, not for the 

size of this man’s penis.

Does God punish newspapers for their overwrought, groan-worthy puns? 
Perhaps, but I would prefer it if the puns were simply ridiculed in local student 

magazines. 

Week 2 of watching the ODT. Still a glaring refusal to use macrons.Even the traffic management guy doesn’t know what’s happening in the 
Netflix film. There’s no way anyone else could possibly know that if the traffic 

management guy doesn’t know.

Who amongst us has not struggled to combine the words terrier and terrific? 
Points for the attempt.

K A R E R E 0 2N E W S
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ACROSS: 
1. Fascinating (10)

5. Mahi (4)

7. Client (8)

9. ‘Apple’ in te reo Māori 
(5)

11. Crosspiece of a 
ladder (4)

12. Norse trickster god 
(4) 
 
13. Prohibition (3)

14. Innocent (5) 
 
15. An essential stop on 
the way home after a 
night out (6) 

17. Xoxo, ___ Girl (6)

22. Sculpt (5) 

23. Only alpine parrot in 
the world (3) 

24. Hurry (4)

25. Prefix meaning 
‘around’ (4)

26. Furious (5)

28. Infectious disease 
eradicated in 1980 (8)

30. It’s fun to stay here (4)

31. Cave-dweller (10)

WEEK 1 CROSSWORD ANSWERS 
ACROSS: 
1. Toga party 2. Evident 8. Azure 9. Leith 10. Raccoon 13. Whisper 16. Glum 18. Award 20. Data 21. Ketchup 25. Enchant 27. Mocha 28. Snail 29. Hobbits 30. 
Edinburgh

DOWN: 
1. Tauira 2. Anzac 3. Rye 4. Yellow 5. Bikini 6. Stir fry 11. Cygnet 12. Oamaru 14. Hidden 17. WAP 22. Hectic 23. Praise 24. Stench 26. Haiku 28. Ski

WORDWHEEL ANSWER: Freshers

LETTERSEARCH ANSWER: Mystic

SUDOKU

CROSSWORD

DOWN: 
2. Triad (4) 
 
3. Wildebeest (3) 
 
4. You can cook them in 2 
minutes (7) 
 
5. Fighters (8) 
 
6. Drinking game 
involving a ring of cards 
(5,3) 
 
7. Transparent part of 
eyeball covering the pupil 
and iris (6) 

8. Main ingredient of 
calamari (5)

10. The Devil’s favourite 
clothing designer (5) 
 
15. Board game that will 
bring out the worst in 
your flatmates (8) 
 
16. Charm (8) 
 
18. Asterix’s friend in the 
comic by Goscinny and 
Uderzo (6)
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 Insert the missing letter to find the word that runs 
either clockwise or anti-clockwise around the wheel.

There are 10 differences between these images.

WORD WHEEL MAZE

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
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BY ELLIOT WEIR

BACK TO SCHOOL, TRIPPY TUESDAY, 
GOTHIC

TRIPPY

(ADDITIONAL REPORTING FROM ALEX LECKIE-ZAHARIC, 
DENZEL CHUNG, ASIA MARTUSIA)

Flo Week and O Week felt more like Slo Week this year. But that’s okay, because people change, and so do annually held 
fortnight-long parties. 

The idea of Flo and O Week is that second and third years can revel in nightly parties free of freshers. However, this year's 
parties were full of freshers, even in Flo. There were multiple (unverified) reports of public defecation, including outside 
Big Red, in someone's backyard, and on a cop car. Some munter even stole an entire toilet bowl from one of the flats on 
Castle Street. Even worse, the first three nights were disrupted by Covid. Despite all this, Otago made their best efforts to 
get on the rark for a fortnight of fun. Ka pai.

Flo Week kicked off with a Level two announcement. Back to School, Trippy Tuesday, and Gothic were all 
cancelled or postponed. That didn’t stop students from dressing up to the themes at their own flat parties and 
going hard regardless. On Castle Street, there were scatterings of people walking along the street, boxes in 
hand. As the nights went on, only the extra-committed were out on the street. Students’ frustration about the 
lack of DnB echoing through the night manifested in kicked over wheelie bins and trollies. 

Winners:  
Anyone who had Summer school exams on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday and got some extra sleep 
they hadn’t planned for 

Freshers who didn’t actually want their parents down with them in Flo Week

Losers: 
Freshers who did actually want their parents down with them in Flo Week

Once the Dirty-D emerged from a three-day stint of Level two, Flo Week got off to a slow start. The themes 
were rearranged and many people had already worn their trippy outfit, or taken their trippy drugs, on Tuesday. 
Other people didn’t get the memo about the change of theme. They showed up to Feisty Goat expecting 
preppy outfits, boat shoes, and the confidence and swagger that comes from knowing that your rich parents 
will bail you out of trouble. They were only half wrong. The Trippy Thursday crowd was a pretty even mix of 
tie-dye tops and psychedelic glasses, frat polo shirts and salmon chino shorts, and people not dressing up at 
all. The vibe was wholesome.

Winners:  
Tie-dye crop-tops and buzzy hawaiian shirts

Losers: 
Boat shoes

18
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LOVE

WHITEOUT

GOTHIC

The crowd was a sea of all black outfits, chokers, and eyeliner. When the lights and music turned off 
at 11pm, everything was so dark that you couldn’t even see someone pissing a metre away from you. 
Fortunately the music came back ten minutes later, but most people were starting to pack it in. A 
symphony of DnB playing, people shouting, and glass shattering was interrupted by the police van 
showing up. Police talked to a hobbling breatha, while someone vomited behind a fence, and a couple 
got into a fight over their Maccas order. At least students went all in on their costumes. Because of that, 
Gothic went hard.

Winners:  
The two girls who bought Maccas and sat in their car watching the Castle Street chaos unfold while 
chowing down on a McChicken 

The girl alone on her deck blowing bubbles a few blocks away

Losers: 
The people in Wrestlemania costumes 

The dude who was talking and walking and fully face-planted into the footpath (hope you’re ok)

The theme for Friday was Love, and students were encouraged to dress up in red, white, and pink. 
Many of the breathas in attendance were not wearing any of the right colours. Two girls walked 
their very drunk friend around on a makeshift leash. Dunedin’s famed debauchery was thick in the 
air. Breathas lined up on the side of the road and behind flats to piss on fences and in gutters. Two 
separate people fell into Critic’s arms, apologised profusely, then walked off. This may have been a bad 
attempt at seduction.

Winners:  
Lust

Losers: 
Love

Whiteout basically had the vibe of the toga party in your first year. It was overflowing with freshers finally 
let loose from their parents. Castle played host to multitudes of students getting their first taste of Dunedin 
DnB. A few showed up in various colours, which were not white. The party itself was mostly good vibes, 
with nothing crazy enough to cause the police to step in. The night got a second wind around 11pm as 
older students, disappointed by the low turnout to Hyde and other party streets, reluctantly flocked to 
Castle to get their dance on. 

Winners:  
Everyone who got free pancakes from the Red Frogs

Losers: 
Cops who had absolutely no idea what was going on

19
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When Critic arrived at Castle for A Day at the Races, the races were over and nobody's horse had won. 
There was only one fancy hat, which was disappointing. Everyone was leaving. From what could be 
gathered, the student population used Monday as a rest day.

Winners:  
Those who took a breather and stayed at home

Losers: 
Those who stayed with a breatha and took them home

Because it was in a backyard, and it didn’t overflow onto the street, Jungle was hard to find.  This gave it an 
authentic off-the-grid vibe. Anyone dressing up had dressed up in green, or camo, or leopard print, so Critic felt 
out of place in our crocodile onesie. Even though someone did say “oi, you look fucking cool as fuck”, someone 
mistook a Critic reporter for a fresher. The reporter will take time off to emotionally recover from that.

Winners:  
The owner of Night n Day Regent, who sold 610 hotdogs 

Anyone eating one of those hotdogs

Losers: 
Critic for being far too jaded to show up to Castle Street sober in a crocodile onesie, but doing it anyways 

Whoever worked at Night 'n Day that shift

Gender Bender went hard. The theme is potentially problematic, but when you get a chance to go to 
Castle Street in drag, you should grab it with both hands. The music was good and everyone was getting 
into it. A group of freshers drank some hand sanitizer, presumably misunderstanding the Covid related 
health and safety precautions. Costumes ranged from seeing girls with sharpie moustaches and bucket 
hats to a boy in a maid costume.

Winners:  
Anyone who went all in on their costumes

Losers: 
Gender as a concept 

Boys using the theme as an excuse to be sexist or transphobic

Critic didn't go to Double Denim. As much as we would have loved to dress up like the cover of a '90s tabloid magazine, 
our previous few nights of investigation had left us needing a rest day to prepare for Friday and Saturday.

Winners:  
My liver

Losers: 
Leith Liquor

A DAY AT THE RACES

JUNGLE

GENDER BENDER

DOUBLE DENIM
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Traffic light (where students are expected to wear red if they are in a relationship, green if they are single, and 
orange if “it’s complicated”) was about what you’d expect. If you were wearing green, traffic light felt like a bunch 
of people wearing red looking smug because they’ve found love and you haven’t. If you were wearing red, it 
probably felt like a bunch of people wearing green looking smug because they get to fuck whoever they want. 
As the night trailed off and it got dark enough that you couldn’t tell who was wearing what colour, hormones 
and frustration levels were clearly unsustainably high. Fights broke out in isolated pockets and the police had 
to clear everyone out.

Winners:  
Anyone wearing green

Losers: 
The dudes fighting, resulting in parties on Castle and Leith street shut down 

The high schoolers asking everyone for their vapes

Although not as big as past years, Red Finale was still the most anticipated night of 
the two-week bender we accept as a rite of passage through our university journey. 
Every last breatha crawled out of the woodwork to make the annual pilgrimage to 
Big Red. 

A congregation of believers in the church of DnB filled the South 
corner of Castle Street. Many of them had saved their pingas for 
tonight (after responsibly getting them checked at KnowYourStuff) 
and many of them were decked out in red from head to toe. Unlike 
many of the other parties this year, the decks, the lights and the 
crowd were all still going strong past midnight. Red Finale was a 
full send.

Winners:  
OUSA and the residents of Castle Street making it through these 
two weeks relatively unscathed 

The guy who did a nang in the crowd

Losers: 
The two students detained for “minor disorderly behaviour” who 
will be referred to the Proctor 

Critic, for not going hard enough over the last two weeks (fingers 
crossed for Hyde 2021)

TRAFFIC LIGHT

RED FINALE
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Identifying The 
Eating Disorder 
Genes
By Asia Martusia

Eating disorders are usually classified into anorexia nervosa, binge eating disorder (BED), bulimia 
nervosa, or the wordy Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (EDNOS). These can stand alone, or 
otherwise coexist in a nightmarish Venn diagram. 

Martin is a geneticist and Jenny is a clinical psychotherapist. Both are in the process of recruiting 
thousands of participants for the University of Otago EDGI study. “Whether you're talking about 
diabetes, schizophrenia, asthma, bulimia nervosa or whatever, there’s always a genetic and 
environmental component that influences your risk of the condition,” said Martin. “In the case of 
anorexia nervosa, the majority of the risk is genetic. It’s less genetic for bulimia or binge eating 
disorder. I hasten to add that it’s never going to be one gene — it’s going to be many genes, probably 
hundreds of genes. Each gene will have a very small effect on risk.”

While anorexia nervosa has the highest mortality rate of any psychiatric illness, all eating disorders 
can be life threatening. Many extremely ill sufferers appear otherwise healthy. Plenty of eating 
disorders are borne from reasons other than body dissatisfaction. For example, they can be a form 
of control over a hectic life. Sufferers can be any age, gender, ethnicity, body shape or sociocultural 
status. A higher-weight, middle-aged bloke in cargo shorts who regurgitates his dinner in private can 
be at just as much risk as anybody else. 

Only a few of these eating disorders genes have been identified so far, leaving many more to be 
found. Martin said that “the reason we want to find these genes is because it reflects the biology 
that underlies the condition, and we really don't know anything about the biology. When someone 
develops an eating disorder like anorexia nervosa, they’re tapping into some part of their biology that's 
almost like an addiction. What's going on there? What's driving that? It's not just a behavioural thing 
or choice. We think it is being somewhat driven by the biochemical pathways that differ between 
individuals.”

Maybe you’re born with it. Maybe it’s anorexia nervosa, and you were 
also born with it. Alongside environmental influences, eating disorders 
are significantly predisposed by your genetics. I didn’t know that, but it 
sure would have saved a lot of guilt and confusion if I had. The Eating 
Disorders Genetics Initiative (EDGI) is the world’s largest ever genetic 
investigation into eating disorders. They use human saliva to identify 
these specific genes and direct future research into illness prevention. 
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It's not just a behavioural 
thing or choice. We think 
it is being somewhat 
driven by the biochemical 
pathways that differ 
between individuals

In their previous study on anorexia nervosa, Martin and Jenny learned that there are metabolic 
aspects to eating disorders. Anorexics are hardwired to have lower weight since birth. Their 
metabolism, lipid profiles, fasting sugar, glucose levels and insulin are also slightly different to non-
anorexics. 

EDGI was established during Aotearoa’s lockdown in March, when the number of sufferers requiring 
specialist services increased by four times the average. Many students flatting alone struggled with 
food insecurity, panic buying, and social solitude. Anxiety levels soared. Life had no structure anymore. 

Under these conditions, eating disorders worsened, re-appeared, or even emerged for the first time. 
Disordered eating habits thrive in isolation. On the other hand, students stuck at home weren’t able to 
hide their habits from families as easily as before. Eating disorder support services, such as EDANZ, 
were flooded.

“The Covid-19 pandemic has definitely generated an increase in eating disorder presentations and 
relapses,” EDANZ said. “We experienced a significant increase in contact from families and individuals 
needing support and advice. This huge demand has continued since the beginning of last year. We 
have struggled to cope.”

Many of us lived vicariously online throughout lockdown, but as time progressed the Mamma 
Mia! (2008) Zoom parties lost their novelty. Memes and weight loss articles cropped up about the 
‘quarantine 15’, alluding to the 15 pounds gained by stress-eating at home. Instead of the internet 
being a form of escapism, some users were bombarded with triggering messages about BMI and 
Covid risk factors. In one student’s case, not even her online lectures were safe. Her professor asked 
which students had gained weight during quarantine, completely unrelated to the class, which was an 
uncomfortable and triggering experience. 

Jenny explained that “many support services stopped assessments or had to switch to Zoom, so the 
service provision wasn’t business as usual. More delays and general stress impacted students' lives. 
It was a very different experience to normal campus life. I think it was a pretty tough time for people, 
and lockdown tipped over that vulnerability. When everyone is exposed to the same social pressures, 
most people don't develop an eating disorder, but for people with those vulnerabilities, they just keep 
on going. They’re also more prone to relapse afterwards.”
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Sophie had recently begun eating disorder treatment at Student Health when Covid-19 hit, meaning 
her counselling was suddenly moved online. She made the decision to go home to her family. “It was 
weird having a Zoom session about my counselling while my parents are in the other room,” she 
laughed. 

Eating disorder treatment is often as physical as it is mental, imposing unique obstacles in online 
counselling. “Every single week I’d get weighed. It was weirder during lockdown. I’d be on Zoom and 
[the counsellor] would be like, do you wanna weigh yourself? So I’d go to the bathroom, weigh myself, 
and come back.” She was prescribed various challenges while at home, such as covering up her 
mirrors for a week, as well as writing daily food and mood diaries. “One of my challenges is that I had 
to eat pasta for lunch and dinner for a week until I stopped being scared of it — something I really had 
to talk to my family about, since I couldn’t hide it. I had to go to my mum and be like, oh, can you buy 
a bunch of noodles and pasta? It’s weird. You don’t really talk about your counselling a lot to other 
people.” 

Sophie pointed out that having irregular eating patterns are normalised in student culture. “I found it 
easier to hide my eating disorder when flatting than when was at home,” she said. “When flatting, it’s 
easier to say I’m not eating a lot because I’m too busy, or because I’m drinking. Everyone’s in and out, 
so you can say you’ve had dinner when you haven’t. When you’re in lockdown, you’re with everyone all 
the time.”

Memes and weight loss articles 
cropped up about the ‘quarantine 
15,’ alluding to the 15 pounds gained 
by stress-eating at home. Instead 
of the internet being a form of 
escapism, some users were bombarded 
with triggering messages about BMI 
and Covid risk factors.

I decided to give EDGI’s trial a go. I’ve experienced an eating disorder but, like thousands of others 
around the country, it was not deemed dire enough to receive adequate medical treatment. (All eating 
disorders are serious, but this is an unfortunately common misconception in our medical system.) 
The trial began with a screening questionnaire to test my eligibility followed by a more in-depth survey 
asking me a range of questions. Have I ever experienced a traumatic event? Do I obsessively check 
if the stove is left on? While I poured my heart out to a computer screen, EDGI researchers were busy 
sending a saliva kit to my home in order to receive a genetic sample. My little tube of spit would later 
travel across the world and be processed for gene variations in a biorepository. Godspeed.

How will my mouth goop help contribute to future treatment? Martin compared it to treating cancer 
or diabetes. “Once we identify the genes and understand the underlying biology, we can target the 
molecular pathways that those genes operate in, leading to better drug treatment. We could develop 
better non-drug treatments, too, and prevent somebody in the early stages of an eating disorder 
from getting worse,” he said. Jenny said that eating disorder treatment hasn’t changed since we first 
identified the disease in 1875. She hopes that identifying eating disorder genes will help people to 
rationalise, reducing stigma and shame, and realise that sufferers aren’t doing this on purpose. 
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While genes play a role in eating disorders, it doesn’t mean that you’re biologically doomed. Eating 
disorders can often feel agonizingly incurable. Our country’s resources are horribly inaccessible and 
it’s far harder to receive treatment than it ought to be. EDANZ echoes this, stating that they were “very 
concerned about the lack of access to evidence-based treatment for individuals and their families. 
Too many are suffering longer and more serious illnesses because specialist treatment provided by 
DHBs is inadequate and does not meet the need [in the community].” GPs need the education and 
knowledge to identify and support treatment. 

However, EDANZ also emphasised that eating disorders are treatable. That “full, lasting recovery from 
an eating disorder is possible at any stage and any age.” Ideally, with EDGI’s research, they can learn 
more about improving treatment and saving lives. One tube of spit at a time. 

If you would like to take part on EDGI’s trial, visit their website at edgi.nz. 

If you or somebody you know needs support:
• Healthpoint (24 hours) – Call or text 1737
• Lifeline (24 hours) – Call 0800 543 354
• EDANZ - 0800 2 EDANZ or 09 522 2679
• Student Health – 0800 479 821 
• Crisis teams at your local District Health Board - https://www.health.govt.nz/your-health/services-

and-support/health-care-services/mental-health-services/crisis-assessment-teams

My little tube of spit 
would later travel across 
the world and be processed 
for gene variations in a 
biorepository. Godspeed.
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FM Radio is like your mate’s parents who you didn’t realise are quite Christian until you started talking about 
strip clubs in front of them: easy to get along with until Jesus enters the picture. For a bit of a project in O 
Week, I forced myself to listen to our country’s most esteemed Christian youth radio station, Life FM. 

You probably know Life FM as ‘the radio station you find on a road trip and think is just highly average music 
until they start talking about God.’ It is owned by the enormous Rhema Media, who run most of NZ’s major 
Christian media sources, including Shine TV, Rhema Radio and Star Radio. They play clean Christian Music, 
constantly promote related Christian groups, and play recordings of inspiring sermons from American 
preachers. The station has a wider range than a second year’s Tinder settings after a dry spell, and can be 
picked up in places like Huntly where no other FM station is available.

As an experiment, I decided to listen to Life FM any time during the week that I would usually listen to music. 
This usually meant listening to the radio in my room by myself, because there was a lot of pushback when 
I tried to play it around the flat. I made a few unsuccessful attempts to put it on in my flatmate’s car. He 
tolerated one song but, because he is a heathen, would not listen to the sermons with me. I was too much of a 
coward to try and put it on at parties.

How listening to Christian radio during O Week 
saved my life and, more importantly, my soul
By Sean Gourley

I tuned in to Life FM for the first time. They were playing a pop song, which sounded vaguely familiar because 
it was so generic. It was a four-chord piano song called ‘Healing,’ by Riley Clemmings. She's a bootleg Kelly 
Clarkson, without the singing ability. One of the best lyrics I could find was “I couldn’t piece me back together 
with some bandaids and a roll of tape.” 

The DJs started talking once the song was over. They pushed their donation drive and discussed an inspiring 
reading, while the Marvel Avengers theme music played in the background for no apparent reason. They 
then asked for a $500 donation to their station because they are struggling to reach their fundraising target. 
Whenever people made donations they gave a shout-out to the donor and made a mini-sermon about Life 
FM and why donating is essential to further spread the word of the Lord. People are actually donating their 
money so that this station can play bad Christian pop music.

Next up was the Christian equivalent of Six60, who are named Equippers Worship and, somehow, a lot worse 
than Six60. Their song was called ‘Holy Fire’, which explained why my ears were burning. 

The DJs started to promote a Sunday night discussion of “as someone of faith is it okay to take up Judo, 
Kung Fu, Muay Thai, or even Yoga?” I had no idea this was an issue for Christians. In particular, the 
suggestion that Yoga is more extreme than combat martial arts shook me to my core. 

I missed the live talk but the discussion on the Life FM Facebook page shows two sides to the argument. One 
side argued that self-improvement should be achieved only by meditation on Holy scriptures, so any martial 
arts with a spiritual element to them should be ruled out, as well as anything generally ‘Eastern’ (yes, there 
was a lot of casual xenophobia). The other side thought that these forms of exercise were okay, because 
discipline over the mind and body could be separated from spiritual beliefs. I’m probably missing some 
nuanced religious ideas here, but Kung-Fu movies are fun to watch.

Day 1
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Christian music is the shadow-realm of ordinary top-40 radio pop. There is an artist called Lacrae who 
sounds like Post Malone if he didn’t cut his hair and didn't have tattoos. There is Angie Rose who is the 
same as Cardi B without any mention of wet-ass pussies, or any sex at all. The station even played a ‘90s 
throwback with a group called Newsboys who sound like what would happen if the male Critic reporters 
formed an Oasis cover band.

Life FM sounds like a normal radio station, until the casual Jesus-mentions pop out, and you realise that 
something is off. Their strategy must be to trick people into listening and then suddenly convert them with 
one of the frequent sermons they put on the channel. I doubted that would ever work.

There are three DJs on the morning wake-up show. Two of them are 
boring but Bjorn comes off a little cynical. Sometimes he cracks a 
joke and the other two have to rein him in because he has crossed 
the line.
 
The DJs started claiming, in their constant appeals for donations, 
that the station is supported solely by listeners. I don’t know how 
true this is, because they advertised Life FM Partners (a Christian-
focused accountant) on the station. There is also an organisation 
called Liberty Trust who give interest-free loans to Christians who 
agree to become lifetime contributors to their scheme. 

“If you donate $365 dollars you can go into the draw to win a red Life FM bucccckkkket haaaat!!!” the DJ 
screamed. Deal of the century.

The music started getting worse. They played a song called ‘Millionaire (Good Like That)’ which describes a 
guy becoming a millionaire because of God, just like Brian Tamaki.  

In better news, one of the sermons really touched me. It was by an American preacher about kindness, and 
turning to God to seek forgiveness. I’ve always been against organised religion but maybe I’ve been too close-
minded about the whole thing.

“In Western countries we find it hard to believe that people in poorer countries can be happy,” said some 
pastor in the middle of a blur of sermons. The comment struck me as weird but his voice was compelling. 

I’m definitely coming around to the argument that God exists. These people on Life FM talk about him all the 
time. If he didn’t exist all these people on Life FM would have to be making it up. That would be ridiculous. It 
is easier to believe that God exists than that all these people are caught up in some massive conspiracy. That 
would be fucked up. The Life FM DJs all seem like nice, honest people.

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

These songs were 
designed by church 
groups in a lab to 
appeal to no one 
and everyone at the 
same time.

The music was starting to get to me. I found it bland and emotionless. Even though pop music is usually 
commercial and produced by a team of 50 people, at least the artists have a personality. These songs were 
designed by church groups in a lab to appeal to no one and everyone at the same time. 

I have started looking forward to the sermons and the shit radio banter because at least they give me relief 
from the bullshit artificial music. Sometimes I even found myself chuckling at a comment from Bjorn. I did not 
know how much more I could take.
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“Life FM helps me stay in a better mindset. I know the station and 
music will always be clean,” says Bernadette, a fellow Life FM 
listener.

Life FM taught me that the way I saw the world before was sinful 
and wrong. I need to change the people I associate with because 
they are leading me away from a path of righteousness and towards 
sin. I’m grateful that a radio station like Life FM exists. It carries the 
love of Jesus through the airways. I’m going to donate to Life FM so 
that I can be a part of the ministry and help lead others to salvation.

Psalm 46, verse 1: “God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble… ”

Life FM is not about the music, it is about loving Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. It is essential for any 
student at Otago to invite the Lord into their daily lives. Life FM should be the only choice of radio for 
students at Otago. It deals with good, spiritually rich topics. 

Under the corrupting influence of normal radio stations such as Radio One and The Rock, I was led to a path 
of sin. Attending Church and freeing your mind from the unspiritual ideas spread by the non-Christian media 
is essential to being raised by the Lord on the day of judgement. I will reject Kung-Fu films to better follow 
the example set by Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. 

Thank you Life FM, you have shown me a path to forgiveness, and saved my soul from eternal damnation.

Day 6

Day 7

Under the 
corrupting 
influence of normal 
radio stations such 
as Radio One and 
The Rock, I was led 
to a path of sin. 
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From the 
Parthenon  

to the Octagon
An Interview with Sam Pretious, director of 

The Bacchae at Dunedin Fringe
By Elliot Weir

The first question Critic asked Sam, as we sat down for an interview in 
the sun, was how The Bacchae is pronounced. The answer, apparently, 
is ‘back-eye.’ The play is an ancient Athenian tragedy written by 
Euripedes, reimagined for a modern audience by a local team led by 
Sam.

Whilst in some senses this play has been in the works for 2500 years, 
Sam has been involved since last year. For THEA221, he wrote about 
transforming The Bacchae into a modern piece. He then decided to 
write the play, and “eventually decided fuck it, ya know, might as well 
put it in for Fringe.” So he went ahead and submitted it to Dunedin 
Fringe Festival, a ten-day festival of experimental contemporary art, 
which runs between the 18th and 28th of March. 

The basic story of The Bacchae remains the same. Dionysus (the god of wine, parties, and all things Dunedin) returns to the city 
of Thebes to find the king has outlawed worship of him. Sam didn’t spoil the ending, instead telling me that “antics ensue, and 
then tragedy.” Sam describes the original characters as plot functions, without real character arcs. His team reduced the number 
of characters from ten, to a main cast of four, turning the play into more of a character piece. They added scenes to give each 
character their own arc, exploring growth, and questions about the moral obligations that come with being a god or a king.  

Despite the play revolving around kings and gods, “at the end of the day it’s a family drama,” Sam said. The characters explore 
power struggles whilst dealing with the very human themes of alcohol, gender and sexuality.

Sam chuckles and assures me that the most relatable character for Otago students is, of course, Dionysus (played by Jasper 
Ririnui). Dionysus has a lot of power and influence over those around him, but doesn’t know what to do with that influence so 
it ends up manifesting in “a lot of drinking and orgies”. Sam sees the growth that the characters experience reflected in himself. 
Having recently decided to quit drinking, he asks himself how he can improve himself as a person and as a director “without 
changing who I am in the process.” 

Sam is interested in the lineage between modern and ancient Athenian theatre, but he points out that Ancient Greece is often 
portrayed as the birthplace of theatre, even though there has been performance art in many other places “long before Euripedes 
started doing his shit.” 

Theatre also can’t be pushed into one small box, either. Sam discusses how different elements of performance art cross over into 
theatre and how there are aspects of that in this version of The Bacchae, shifting away from it being strictly a Greek theatre piece 
and into something that people want to watch in Aotearoa in 2021.

With a cast of actors, dancers, musicians, and a crew behind set design, costumes, lighting, and choreography, Sam emphasises 
that he doesn’t consider it to be his play, rather a team effort. “I feel like there is this idea that directors have to have this massive 
ego ... the whole point is that it’s a group process.” He doesn’t subscribe to auteur theory, pointing out that he couldn’t do the 
choreography, the music, or the set design. It is Sam’s first time working with a creative crew, and says the main thing he has 
focused on is letting go of his attachment to the piece in order to do what is best for the whole production.

When asked for any final comments, Sam told me he doesn’t deserve any of the credit for The Bacchae, and that all the credit 
should go to his team. He then clarified “all of the good stuff is on them and all of the bad stuff is on me.” Personally, I think it’s 
going to be mostly good stuff. 

The Bacchae will be performed in the Dunningham Suite of the Dunedin City Library, on March 26th at 6pm, March 27th at 2pm 
(with a free post-show Q&A with the cast and crew), and March 28th at 2pm, as part of the 2021 Dunedin Fringe Festival. Tickets 
are ten dollars each.
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ACROSS: 
5. The only VR show in 
this year's Fringe

8. ______ on the 
Dancefloor

9. Sausage Party hosts

12. No! I'm not _______!

14. ______ Dick Pics

15. Comedy show by 
James Nokise and DJ 
Don Luchito about the 
'enlightenment' brought 
by James Cook

16. R ______ A____ of 
A____

18. What is the name of 
the office pupper?

DOWN: 
1. Ambient rave pyjama 
party

2. Glossy ______ kiss

3. Festival venue located 
in the Octagon: The 
______

4. Surrealist visual art 
exhibition hosted by 
OLGA

6. Aye E Kare ______?

7. Black Box is a ______ 
space

10. Festival sponsor, E 
______ Brewery

11. Zero Fucks Good 
Music ______

13. Dunedin Fringe 
Director ______

17. A pussy-themed 
Fringe event

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS 5PM, MARCH 14TH
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Winner        Winner        Sometime  Sometime  

By Annabelle Vaughan

As the saying goes, you win some, you lose some. This mantra rings 
especially true for one of Dunedin’s newest up and coming acts, 
Sometime Winner. 

The five-piece line up consists of lead singer Louis (who dubs himself 
Kid Freeman on the Mic), guitarist Silas, violinist Rose, bassist Alice, 
and drummer Smith. They are just as high-energy and fun as their 
sound. Critic sat down to chat with the group about their upcoming 
EP, gigs, and what it means to be a sometime winner. 

Sometime Winner started out in high school, at Logan Park. It wasn’t 
until lead singer Louis returned from overseas last year that the band 
fully began to kick into gear with aims to “take over the world”. Their 
high hopes for world domination came crashing down with Covid-19, 
resulting in cancelled gigs and missed opportunities. 

Despite this, Silas described lockdown as a “blessing in disguise,” 
which allowed them to write and produce more music from the 
comfort of their own homes. Louis said the lockdown tunes have 
since become “party hits” that the band was able to play and release 
once level two came into effect.

“We listen to lots of rocky stuff, like The Beths or The Clean. But when 
I was 12 I really liked Neon Trees,” Louis said. “We can all listen to 
different stuff and it all comes together.”

Sometime Winner make the type of music that you can drink and 
dance to with friends, or drink and cry to by yourself. The group write 
their own tracks, but they leave it up to the audience to create their 
own interpretation. “I could talk for ages about what each of the songs 
mean, but it’s nice to leave it to the listener,” says Louis. “They’re fun 

to play, the songs become bigger than themselves. They hold their 
own story.” 

Sometime Winner’s flexible sound has enabled them to play a variety 
of shows around the Dunedin scene.  “We play lots of gigs at the 
Dog with Two Tails, or Inchbar. The classic Dunedin parties and bars,'' 
said Rose. 

Sometime Winner want to make music that is accessible to everyone, 
no matter which area of the Dunedin scene you’re in. “It’s a moral 
duty to make the songs accessible to people,” says Louis. “There are 
a few different ways you can fit into the music scene here, there are 
bands that go hard on the alty scene, or the student scene, or some 
do both. But we just make straight good tunes, and it's working out. 
We do wacky stuff, but it is still pretty accessible. It’s a good line to 
straddle and I think we straddle it pretty well.”
 
As for the band's upcoming goals and events, they are dropping an 
EP which was recorded over the summer, and are aiming to expand 
their audience to outside of Dunedin. “It would be good to spread the 
word far and wide,” says Louis. 

The group also wants to continue being sometime winners, which 
according to Louis isn’t just their band name, but also something you 
can be. “A lot of people don’t realise that it is a thing you can be. You 
can be a big time winner or a sometime winner, or a total loser,” says 
Louis, “although it is nice to think no one is a total loser.” The band 
classified themselves as sometime winners because “for each thing 
you lose, you win a lot.” 

“You can’t make it happen, it just happens. If you put yourself out 
there, great things will come your way.”
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WHAT'S WRONG 
WITH FRESHERS?

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM IN YOUR LIFE RIGHT NOW?

BY FOX MEYER

We intercepted first-years on their way out of the Toga 
Party to ask a simple question:

Three new friends all admitted that “coming from a solid 
group of friends back home, and starting anew” was really 
tough, but patted each other on the back. “Just gonna 
keep being involved in what our halls and what our uni has 
to offer. Everybody's missing home, everyone feels alone, 
y’know?”

A young lady came right out and told us that her 
ex-boyfriend followed her home last night. “I talked to my 
RAs and they're helping me get some sort of restraining 
order, and I'm all good now. I’m actually feeling quite safe, 
which is a good thing.” She spent the rest of the interview 
talking about North American trees.

Three mates walking home each said that they missed their 
families up in the North Island. Make flights cheaper, they say. 
“We’ve only just got here on Sunday, once you get through this 
first week, you kinda can go hundies. Won't be thinking about 
home so much and we’ll be busy doing other things.” 

“Not enough sex.” “But you have 
sex every night bro.” “I know bro, 
still not enough.”

“I love personal questions, I'm the most open person in the 
world, hit me,” a guy said. “My mum. I'm so glad that I’m away 
from my mum. I’m a different person when I’m with her, in a 
terrible way. So I guess I don't actually have a problem now.” He 
leaned into the mic: “deadass, not even joking.”

“Health science, health science, health 
science,” answered three girls. “We’ll sleep 
more.  We’ll study. We’ll not drink,” said the 
one clutching a cruiser. “Not drink after this 
week. You get us.”

“It’s literally just boys,” said two girls who’d just met each other. “She was 
by herself and her phone was dead and she was crying about her dickhead 
ex-boyfriend,” said the one doing the consoling. “A year and a half of a 
relationship, and it just ended so poorly,” said the one being consoled. “I wish 
I had a more complex answer than boys, I really do. It’s not what it should be.” 
And then they went their separate ways, shouting an eager goodbye over the 
booming background of D&B.

“No answer, bro.” No problems? 
“No, no answer.”
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Where Did the Word 
“Breather” 

Come From?
By Oscar Paul

For years, Otago students were dubbed ‘scarfies’. The 
word was popularised by the eponymous 1999 film 
and came loaded with half-a-century of resentment 
from older generations. As ubiquitous as the ‘scarfie’ 
moniker once was, it has increasingly been replaced 
by a newer, more confusing title, that of ‘breather’ 
(informal: ‘breatha’). Where did all the breathers 
come from, and why did they destroy the scarfie?

The research began where all high-level linguistic 
research begins: Urban Dictionary. 

The first mention of ‘breather’, in its New Zealand 
context, popped up in 2012. “brother or bro when 
reffering [sic] to a friend. Mostly used in new zealand 
by boys. In replacement of BRO,” wrote an Urban 
Dictionary user called ‘mother of god ;)’. The example 
they gave was “churr breather ;)”. 

Aside from the misleading use of winky faces and 
2012 slang, this sheds light on the meaning of 
‘breather’. While the Dunedin usage of the word has 
deviated from its relationship to ‘brother’ or ‘bro,’ 
the link might explain why ‘breather’ was adopted 
so quickly despite the fact that it is not a word in 
frequent usage. It’s just ‘brother’ with different vowel 
sounds. It also explains the informal ‘breatha’ as the 
logical progression of the Otago student dialect. 

When Hyde-being-Hyde regularly results in a police 
presence, and the police’s duties on their local beat 
includes whipping out their police-phone to film a 
sub-1:30 yardie, it's safe to say that ‘taking a moment 
to rest’ isn’t something that Otago students are 
renowned for. So by a simple process of elimination, 
we can establish that ‘breather’ comes from the way 
we, well, breathe.

It’s not too much of a stretch to 
imagine that we would get too lazy or 
too intoxicated over the decades and 
simply not bother with the mouth in 
‘mouth-breather,’ eventually using 
‘breather’ to lovingly insult our 
collective subculture.

The notion of being being a ‘breather’ is also linked to 
being a waste of space, according to some of the more 
misanthropic definitions on Urban Dictionary. “They 
take up too much oxygen breathing my air,” wrote user 
Kathylu in 2010. This may seem harsh, but in context 
of the other decidedly scatological definitions on the 
same page, it’s actually kind of charitable. 

This takes us to the very ‘80s-nerd-film insult, ‘mouth-
breather.’ The term evolved from a technical term 
used by doctors to a slang term meaning ‘idiot’ by 
1915, according to lexicographer Jonathon Green. Ever 
since, ‘mouth-breather’ has meant a stupid person in 
slang in numerous English-speaking countries. It’s 
not too much of a stretch to imagine that we would 
get too lazy or too intoxicated over the decades and 
simply not bother with the mouth in ‘mouth-breather,’ 
eventually using ‘breather’ to lovingly insult our 
collective subculture.

The specific Otago usage seems to be a merger of 
‘mouth-breather’ and ‘brother,’ creating a person 
who is your bro but also a waste of space. That brings 
us to Urban Dictionary’s most popular definition of 
‘breather’: “Almost the entire opposite to a fuckboy. 
This specimen lives entirely for the boys, and devotes 
their life to putting smiles on their friends' faces, 
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through particular acts such as shoey’s, rhinos, and 
getting naked,” wrote Breathersaurus in 2018. This is 
the breather we all know and love.

Critic’s first use of ‘breather’ in the context of dart-
huffing, booze-inhaling, and BYO-vomming appeared 
in 2016. This debut, alongside Google Trends data, 
cements 2016 as year zero for Otago’s usage of 
‘breather’ in a general context. 

The article is the old blind date column, where two 
horny students would go on a blind date, then then 
anonymously log their debauchery for the city to 
read. In the write-up, published Sunday 13 March 
2016, the ‘his’ paragraph said: “After a self diagnosis 
of soberness I decided to self medicate and inhaled 
a cheeky few diesels to loosen up with the breathers 
beforehand.” Whoever this anonymous young man is, 
he is our first published use of the phrase. Little did he 
know he would influence a generation.

‘Breather’ has almost entirely supplanted ‘scarfie,’ 
when referring to the Otago student population. 
‘Scarfie’ is pretty easy to trace back as extensive 
research has already been conducted upon it. It 
came about because boomers, before they fucked 
the property market and when they were still at uni, 

Maybe when you send 
your kids off to Otago 
Uni in a few decades' 
time, you’ll say: “You’re 
off to be a breather, 
don't fall into the 
K-hole, stay warm, love 
ya.”

"The typical face of a mouth-breather." (1903) Image 23 from 
The Hygiene of the Schoolroom by William F Barry, MD.

would wear scarves around their necks to survive 
the bitter winters of Dunedin. In a 2006 NZ Herald 
interview with the curator of the Otago Museum 
exhibition 'Scarfies: Otago Student Culture', Ian 
Wards said that “the term ‘scarfie’ seemed to have 
been around for only 20 to 30 years,” having evolved 
from how popular scarves were with students. 

The demise of the word ‘scarfie’ may have been the 
result of increases in the price of wool, when supply 
dropped in 2015. This increased price started around 
2015 and really got going  around 2016, the inaugural 
year of the breather. The rise of the breather may 
be directly linked to New Zealand’s wool supply, or 
climate change, it’s hard to tell. These days, no one 
under the age of 27 describes themselves as a scarfie.

Although ‘scarfie’ is a more inclusive term as people 
from any gender can be a scarfie, a lot of students 
reckon the term ‘breather’ describes a new kind of old 
boys club. But this is 2021. It’s been a full five years 
since the emergence of the breather, so goddamn, just 
make it gender neutral already. 

Maybe when you send your kids off to Otago Uni 
in a few decades' time, you’ll say: “You’re off to be a 
breather, don't fall into the K-hole, stay warm, love ya.”
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JOB SEARCHING,  
NOW WITH A SIDE OF  
MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT

BY SUSANA JONES

If you’ve ever been a student searching for a job, you’ve definitely 
heard of Student Job Search (SJS). If you’re funded by a Daddy 
and have never been on that job search grind, SJS is a charity, 
underwritten by MSD and the student unions, that hooks students up 
with job opportunities. They have recently partnered with an online 
mental health platform called Clearhead.

I decided to give Clearhead a go to see what it was like, because 
why not? 

If you sign up, Clearhead will send you a confirmation email, which 
will probably go to your junk folder which feels kinda dodge, but 
#trusttheprocess and follow all the confirmation instructions. 
Click the link and you’re in, baby! They’ve also got an app you can 
download if that’s more your speed.

First I completed my wellbeing assessment, in which the bot asked 
me a bunch of questions about my challenges in life. I only picked 
one problem, because I didn’t want to be there for hours. The bot 
sent through a puppy pic to cheer me up along the way. Vibe status 
= absolutely wholesome <3.

After having a chat about my challenge, emotions, thoughts and 
behaviours (which took about 7 minutes), the bot set up a wellbeing 
plan for me. The plan included a bunch of lessons and tools relevant 
to the information I’d given in the assessment. 

I tried out a deep breathing exercise, breathing in as a little blue 
bubble expanded and breathing out as it contracted back onto itself. 
It was fucking mint, but maybe that had something to do with the 
fact that it was 11pm on a Monday and I had woken up at 5am that 
morning.

Clearhead can also help you find a therapist. You can filter your 
search for them baddies based on your issues. At the time though, 
there were only three therapists in Dunedin listed on the website, so 
maybe take your therapist search elsewhere. 

If you’re someone whose only form of therapy 
has been sitting alone in bed eating grated 
cheese out the bag with tears streaming down 
your face at 2am, then Clearhead is a great place 
to get started talking about your mental health.

Although my mental state was not suddenly enlightened after 
using Clearhead, it did help me understand some of the roots of 
my thoughts and behaviours, which is helpful information. It made 
me more self-aware and encouraged me to challenge my negative 
thoughts and behaviours — a bit like how a loving bestie does 
when they’re not taking the mick out of you.

If you’re someone whose only form of therapy has been sitting 
alone in bed eating grated cheese out the bag with tears streaming 
down your face at 2am, then Clearhead is a great place to get 
started talking about your mental health. And if you’re looking for 
a way to procrastinate that isn’t staring out the library window for 
ten minutes straight, having a look at Clearhead is a great use of 
your time. 

The hot collab between SJS and Clearhead dropped at the 
beginning of February this year. In that month, 163 users had 
signed up to Clearhead through the SJS link. Of these users, only 
five students had Otago email addresses.

Something really fan-fucking-tastic about Clearhead is that they 
offer all their services in te reo Māori and “provide culturally 
appropriate resources which consider the Māori worldview and 
tikanga Māori,” said Clearhead Chief Executive, Dr Angela Lim. 

Clearhead is available (for free) to all tertiary students. You don’t 
even have to use SJS. Simply sign up on their website (clearhead.
org.nz) using your Uni email. (Yes, the Uni email that ends in @
student.otago.ac.nz, which you should be checking every day, but 
lately has been raking in notices about Miss ‘Rona).
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Aquarius

Uni stress has already piled on top of you, like the debt 
from your Summer festivals. Haha good luck, no advice 
here.

Your flat cooking menu: Stir fry with frozen veges.

Jan 20 – Feb 18

Scorpio

Your brash tone and egg breath will probably annoy your 
friends this week. However, you will get too drunk and 
kick-on the whole weekend so who is the real winner?

Your flat cooking menu: Plain pasta and some Codys.

Oct 23 – Nov 21

Capricorn

Wash the fork that has been sitting in your sink for five 
days, for fuck’s sake. 

Your flat cooking menu: Nothing because you 
despise everyone.

Dec 22 – Jan 19

Virgo

Every day you waste playing Fortnite or watching the 
Bachelor is another day you have contributed nothing 
to this world x

Your flat cooking menu: Ham sandwich but you ran 
out of bread.

Aug 23 – Sep 22

Pisces

Happy birthday lol, hope you’re coping! But I doubt it! 
Don’t let the birthday sadness bring you down, take 
this time to eat too much and pass out in the gutter 
outside of your flat covered in Big Mac sauce.

Your flat cooking menu: Raw tofu.

Feb 19 – Mar 20

Taurus

You’re constantly doing the most, this week is no 
exception. Take a step back, reflect on your decisions, 
and stop spending money on Food box subscriptions.

Your flat cooking menu: A lasagna jam packed with 
veges and a chacoochie board or however you say it.

Apr 20 – May 20

Cancer

The end of Summer and the chill in the air will bring 
you joy, and your desire to stay in bed will be obvious. 
Pull out the long sleeves! Just kidding, Dunedin is 
always a cold bitch.

Your flat cooking menu: Fried rice.

Jun 21 – Jul 22

Sagittarius

Your need for attention 24/7 is making you look crazy. 
Just keep your head down, do some work, and maybe 
the Lord (aka Critic Editor) will reward you with a good 
night out and lots of love from your peers.

Your flat cooking menu: Vege nachos as per. 

Nov 22 – Dec 21

Libra

I can count on one hand a Libra that I have liked 
ever. This week you will be even less likeable. But at 
least you have a dressing gown.

Your flat cooking menu: A cadbury chocolate 
block because you’re too cheap to splurge on 
Whittakers.

Sept 23 – Oct 22

Leo

The overwhelming need to be adored by fans will 
cripple you this week lol.

Your flat cooking menu: Potato bake extra 
mushroom.

July 23 –Aug 22

Gemini

Get up! O-week is over! You have shit to do, like your 
BCom papers or whatever.

Your flat cooking menu: One Mi Goreng packet split 
between four.

May 21 – Jun 20

Aries

The fleeting year has got you wanting to make the most 
out of your time, except you’ll just keep talking about 
doing things and continue to do nothing. At least your 
head is in it.

Your flat cooking menu: You don’t cook.

Mar 21 – Apr 19

HOROSCOPES
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OR
By Sasha FreemanRATE HATE?

Asking groups of white boys at parties “so like IS there a 
difference between Star Wars and Star Trek?” Great way to kick 
off some discourse, be prepared to get yelled at tho. 

Day drinking during online learning. Nothing like hitting up 
your 4pm Zoom tut with a two-drink buzz. 

Hitting on your flatties’ siblings . Kinda feels like you’re in The 
Kissing Booth except less dramatic and more seedy. 

Acting stupid. Once a boy said “nocturnal” and I pretended to 
not know what it meant. He believed me. I guess men will do 
anything for an opportunity to mansplain.

Getting a covid test. The Student Health workers are in full 
hazmat suits so it feels incredibly dystopian, in a hot way (I felt 
like I was in the trailer for the new movie with the ginger guy 
from Riverdale).

Freshers getting egged. Just because they were wearing togas 
doesn’t mean they were asking for it.

Leftists on bikes. At least when I do it, I have the good grace 
to wear a short skirt. 

People thinking I’m a fresher. Fuck u @ the guy who didn’t 
believe me even after I brought out my timetable. 

The weirdly distinct stench of the second-floor Central 
bathrooms (who spilled their juice box in 1994???)

Dunedin North Intermediate School changing their bell to 
music. It sounds good in theory but this morning I woke up to 
Driver’s Licence playing really loudly at 9am.

The Critical Tribune
Local Man Believes Kingfisher is Exotic Beer Landlord Said No to Pet Cat, But Possums In Ceiling Are No 

Problem
Local man and beer connoisseur Arthur Davies has long prided himself on his 
exquisite taste in beers. Shunning established New Zealand favourites like Tui, 
Steinlager, and Southern Gold as mere “swill” and “only good for my father to 
get drunk to before beating me with a paddle,” he has overcome his medically-
significant daddy issues by purchasing only foreign-branded beers, which he 
considers “far superior” and “made with passion by people who really know 
their beer.” 

Asked for recommendations, he claimed to be torn between the “tropical 
refreshment” of Tiger, the “crisp classiness” of Stella Artois and the “well-rounded 
versatility” of Carlsberg, all of which are manufactured in New Zealand by the 
same faceless multi-billion dollar multinationals who make Lion Red and DB 
Export Gold. “Whatever you choose, even a Kingfisher or a Häagen is bound to 
be far superior to that nasty local dross,” he mentioned, apparently unaware that 
every beer he had mentioned was made in the same mediocre factories as the 
“stodgy mainstream brews” which drove Davies Senior into his violent stupors 
all those decades ago. 

At press time, the smell of Speight’s from an opened bottle had reportedly left 
Arthur huddled in a foetal position, repeatedly whimpering “Don’t come any closer 
daddy, I already said I was sorry.”

Dunedin landlord Michael Moneybags maintains that the possums in his London 
Street property’s ceiling are not an issue that he needs to fix.

Upon receiving a 14-day notice from his tenants to get rid of the possums, 
Moneybags did not respond. After a month, he told the tenants “the possums 
are not my responsibility”. He then accused the tenants of letting the possums 
into the flat through a gap in the roof.

The tenants, who pay Moneybags $600 per week in rent, told the Tribune that 
Moneybags has always refused their requests for a cat. Moneybags said a cat 
would “make the property dirty and annoy the neighbours”. The possums can 
often be heard screeching in the middle of the night. 

When asked whether the same logic applied to the possums, he said that because 
the colony of possums had been living in the ceiling for years, there was no issue. 
“They’ve been there since I bought the place,” he said. He then described the 
tenants as “snowflakes”.
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Delete Cherry Cola tastes more like air freshener and whiskey 
than cherry and cola.

My flatmate’s parents took us to India Gardens on the night 
I consumed the Deletes. I had been eating fuck all since the 
start of O-week so I had an absolute feast and was pretty full 
even after a long walk back to our flat. 

Funnels were definitely off the cards, but I started sipping 
because it was a Saturday night. We were struggling to avoid 
a food coma. A tack-yak would have come in handy but I’ve 
always struggled with them and doing it with food seemed 
wasteful. I soldiered on. They always warn you about drinking 
on an empty stomach, but drinking on a full stomach can be 
just as disastrous.

While I was parked up on the toilet in some random flat, I 
chucked down a few tasting notes. The taste of Cherry Cola 
was initially good. I’ve never had cherry cola but that’s what 
I imagine it tastes like. But fuck me, it was hard to drink more 
than one of them. A bitter taste built up on the back of my 
tongue. The fragrant cherry flavour got old pretty quickly. The 
drink started to taste like air freshener. Then, because they are 
low sugar, I found that the whiskey taste became too strong 
after having more than one of them.

As I emerged from the bathroom, I was sucked into a game 
of beer-pong which was the last thing I needed. The guys 
we played were no-life losers and the crowd was against us 
because some dickhead kept yelling elbows. I was forced to 
skull many of my drinks in quick succession. 

That brings me to my next point: as a bourbon and cola drink, 
Cherry Cola is competing with a long list of well-established, 
classic brands like Billy Mavs and Diesels. Such beverages 
have been staples of Dunedin drinking culture in the past and 
are a big obstacle for any drink trying to break into the market. 

Mavs are known for their skullability. 

Skulling Delete Cherry Cola was painful and felt more like 
drinking battery acid than a beverage. The drink was not very 
fizzy, but it was far more acidic than other bourbon and colas. 
The low sugar content didn’t help. Additionally, the standard 
percentage of a bourbon and cola drink is 7%. Even if you find 
the taste of a 7% drink shit, you don’t have to drink many of 
them. Cherry Cola clocks in at only 6%. Combined with the 
struggle of getting past the fragrant cherry flavour, this made 
them a huge task to get down. Delete Whiskey Cherry Cola 
was incredibly hard to delete past the first can. I only made 
it through 5 of my box before calling it a night and going for 
ACs. 

I got my box of 16 standards at Leith Liquor for $27, which 
clocks in at $1.70 per standard. That is more overpriced than 
Absolut Vodka. The boxes are your standard 10 x 330 mL 
cans.

After the beerpong my enthusiasm for drinking disappeared. 
I headed back to my flat with my chances of a good night out 
in a worse state than a dent student’s chances of being seen 
as a real doctor. 

Tasting notes: watered-down Mavs mixed with air freshener, 
whiskey with a spritz of perfume, pain

Froth level: the robocop lady that yells “YOU WILL BE 
ARRESTED” when you ride a neuron without unlocking it

Pairs well with: an empty stomach, being sober on a 
Saturday night, bombing the toilet at your mates flat

Taste rating: 4/10 does not taste like cherries

delete
Whiskey Cherry Cola

+
+
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A splash of oil

6 cloves garlic, peeled and 
minced (you can use the minced 
stuff however)

2 thumb sized pieces of ginger, 
grated (also can use the minced 
stuff)

2 tsp cumin

2 Tbsp curry powder

1 tsp paprika, optional (if you 
don’t have it already, don’t worry)

3 onions

1 large carrot 

1 1/2  cup red split lentils (if you 
use red lentils, you will just have 

to cook for longer and add more 
stock)

2 1/2 cups stock (vegetable or 
chicken stock works)

2 cans tinned tomatoes

1 can coconut cream and milk

A pinch of chilli flakes

A pinch of sugar or something 
sweet 

A squeeze of lemon juice 

Salt

A handful of coriander (optional) 

To serve: rice and/or naan

1. Heat a splash of oil in large pot over medium heat. 

2. Add the garlic, ginger, coriander, cumin, curry powder, and 
paprika. Fry off for a couple of minutes, until fragrant. 

3. Meanwhile, finely chop the onions and grate the carrot. 

4. Add the onions, season with salt, and cook until softened and 
golden, at least for 5 minutes. 

5. Add the lentils, vegetable stock, tomato and coconut cream, and 
chilli flakes. Stir and bring to a boil. 

6. Reduce the heat to medium-low. Simmer uncovered for 25 
minutes. If the dahl getting too thick, add a splash more stock or 
water when you need to and cover with a lid for the remaining 
cooking time. 

7. Turn the heat off. Taste and add more salt, a pinch or sugar, chilli 
and lemon juice according to taste. 

8. Serve with rice and naan bread, topped with coriander.

Post-O Week, students stand united by two experiences. Experience one is an immobilizing hangover induced by weeklong drinking. Experi-
ence two is the sinking feeling of looking at an empty bank account, which has also been induced by weeklong drinking. 

When it comes to these dire times, we need to save money. But banning eating out altogether ends in disaster. I have no self-control. Small 
changes, like choosing cheaper places to eat, make a big difference.

Dhal is affordable and hearty. It is easy to make and can be eaten throughout the week to save coin on lunches and dinners. It is also fantastic 
frozen and reheated for those busy days where takeaways are tempting, but the bank account won’t allow for it. For those like me who love a bit 
of meat, this dhal is delicious alongside some very inexpensive frozen sausages. Sounds weird, but trust me.

Friendly Khmer gives you the best bang for your buck in town. They sell a 
satay burger, loaded with delicious peanutty tofu and crunchy veggies, for only 
$5. They also sell the most delicious noodle stir fries for only slightly more. 
Their staff are exceptionally kind, and their service is amazing. I have never 
regretted spending a single cent at this glorious place.

SERVES 6
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I got 99 problems 

and this is definitely one

Dear Critic,
My problem? Broken banjo string. 
Seriously.
Thanks, Patrick

Dear Critic,
I'm a first year (I know #fresh) and 
while O Week was one of the 
best times of my life, I’ve found 
the transition into lectures a bit 
overwhelming, especially with the 
level two announcement. I feel like I'm 
falling behind, even though it's only 
been a week. Any advice to get over 
this feeling? 
Thanks,
Anon

How's it Anon,
This is a completely normal feeling to have. The transition from high school to Uni is a big one, and it's 
easy to feel overwhelmed. But remember that this is the first week. You didn't master high school in 
just one week, so don't expect yourself to master uni so quickly. This is especially relevant considering 
the changes that Covid keeps throwing at us, so don't beat yourself up if it takes some time to adjust 
to online work too.
Take things at your own pace, work out what's best for you and work at it, and don't compare yourself to 
others. The only person you should be focussing on is yourself. If you need help, talk to Student Support 
or your lecturers. If you're in a college, use your subbies. You pay fees for these services so use them.
Last but most certainly not least, give yourself time to relax. Take a break from the books, talk to mates, 
do something you enjoy. Give yourself time to reset and it'll make your study time far more effective.
Go forth with this knowledge young fresher, I wish you the best of luck in all your studies, and if all else 
fails, there's always a sugar daddy or mama just round the corner.
Cheers,
Ben Dover

Hi Patrick.
I’ve never played an instrument, but I think you can buy replacement strings in town at Music Planet. 
I’m not sure they carry banjo equipment though. Maybe don’t strum so hard next time.
Cheers,
Poppa Woody
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Queenstown. 2017. One woman. Three boys.  
 
After a long day on the slopes, it seemed only 
right to indulge in a little après ski. The weath-
er was hot for September and so were my 
hormones. We started the night as any fresh-
er on a ski trip would, with a few cheeky bev-
vies in our hostel room hoping the security 
wouldn't catch on. 

As things escalated so did the crowd and we 
soon found ourselves on the beach. Little did 
everyone know while they were Instagram-
ming the sunset, I was hitting the right swipe 
like a castle street breather needing a good 
slamming. My first catch was a boy who hap-
pened to be staying at the same hostel. I 
slipped away from the group, seemingly un-
noticed and met my man before proceeding 
(no pleasantries) to his hostel room. He as-
sured me on the way that it would just be him 
and I in the room because "all his mates were 
far too pissed to get laid tonight." A reason-
able amount of upwards foreplay ensued 
along with the adequate amount of pre-lubri-
cation. I made the hike on to his top bunk (out 
of eight bunks on offer) and he teased his rea-
sonably sized cock into me. As things tend to 
do the sway of the bunk escalated and we 

Part 1: A Big Night
only just managed to stop the entirety of the 
structure from collapsing under our sheer for-
nication (I'm talking feet on the roof, bracing 
myself, screaming, drilling me from on top pri-
mal fucking) when he does an unexpected 
one too and seems to be done with his play 
thing for the night. 

Pleasantries exchange quickly and as I climb 
down from our ivory tower and exit my little 
ecstasy bunk I look to one of his dear friends 
finishing into his stomach, clearly having en-
joyed the night's festivities (tick voyeurism off 
the list, babes). As I stroll back to my fellow 
first years I see that no one has clearly missed 
me but am also aware of the growing need to 
find someone to follow the job through to 
completion.

Fast-forward two hours and I find myself 
grinding against a reasonably looking fella in 
the infamous Winnies. It’s going well. I can feel 
him grow as I grind and it’s not long before he 
invites me back to his place (another hostel 
but at least without the fear of bumping into 
number one and his wishful watcher).

TO BE CONTINUED
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SNAP OF 
THE WEEK

WANT CLOUT? SEND A SNAP TO THE TRAP. 
BEST SNAP EACH WEEK WINS A 24 PACK OF

SNAP
OF

THE
WEEK
CONTACT THE 

CRITIC 
FACEBOOK
TO CLAIM 

YOUR REDBULL
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